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introduction 
Today, we live in a branded world. Brands practically have a life 
of their own, and we ourselves are at times considered brands. 
Tere are at least 34,170,000 records in the Global Brand Data-
base, and an Amazon search with the keyword “brand” or its 
derivatives yields more than 2,000,000 results. A book about 
branding is, in other words, not a new concept. 

And yet there remains a need for new perspectives on the 
branding process, especially considering the increasing speed 
at which new ventures aim to create business growth, which in 
turn demands a need for both efcient processes and untapped 
creativity within branding. Jez Frampton, Global Chief Execu-
tive Ofcer at brand consultancy Interbrand, underlines the need 
for brands to support growth: “At a time when speed to market, 
customer centricity, and cultural alignment are more important 
than ever, brands are the key to change and to growth.” 

When we designed a master’s degree course, Branding for 
Growth, at Laurea University of Applied Sciences and partnered 
with high-growth companies, we came to realise that branding 
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processes are partly outdated because of the slowness inherent to 
the process. Te traditional tools and theories of branding still 
play an important role, but within branding there must always 
be an understanding of the speed at which innovations take 
shape and new ventures arise. 

We are therefore suggesting a very new method that includes 
this understanding alongside the application of data and connec-
tions with customers. Tis type of brand creation is called a 
“brand mash-up,” which is when two existing brands unite to 
give birth to a new brand with its own identity. Troughout this 
book we will use examples and case studies to illustrate the possi-
bilities for new approaches to and styles of branding. 

Te term “mash-up” has been used for some time in the music 
world, to describe a combination of applications on the web, 
and even when combining data to create new services or to at 
least modify and refne their functions. For example, metase-
arch engines (which integrate another engine’s or even multiple 
search engines’ data into its own) coalesce indexed data from 
videos, images, documents, and other online sources in order to 
produce its own results. When we cover mash-ups in this book, 
however, we mean purely brand-related activities. Brand mash-
ups are also often called brand partnerships, brand endorsements, 
and brand collaborations. At its core, brand mash-ups represent 
diferent processes for either connecting existing brands with 
each other or connecting new brands with established ones. 

Another important issue is that consumers are not necessarily 
as loyal to brands as they once were, and trends change quickly. 
In addition, competition between brands is ferce. So-called 
“old” or heritage brands need to stay up to date, especially with 
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millennials, Generation Z (or centennials), and in general the 
much-coveted younger demographics, in order to maintain their 
relevance in their respective markets. Tere may be a day when 
an old brand is no longer desirable: it may have lost its appeal 
or it may have lost its customers – or maybe it needs to fnd 
new ones. More than anything, brand mash-ups ofer a fresh and 
innovative way to make a brand appealing again. 

Often, companies’ brand-creation processes become the core 
of their branding, but there is so much more to branding than 
simply creating the brand itself, especially in our currently highly 
connected and digitalised world. A huge amount of user data is 
being generated each day: 3.8 billion internet users are today 
creating 42% more data than in 2014. 

Brand mash-ups combine the brand creations of the brand 
owners to form a new brand image and thus earn new impres-
sions with customers. We believe that continuous dialogue with 
customers at various consumer touchpoints (i.e., channels where 
interaction takes place) is essential for brand mash-ups to arise 
and evolve. 

Tere are plenty of books on brand image, brand identity, and 
brand value, as well as on brand-creation tools like the brand 
steering wheel. Originally developed by Dr. Franz-Rudolf Esch, 
the wheel is a tool for defning brand identity, helping to answer 
questions such as Who are we? What is our tonality? How do we 
appear? Which properties do we possess? and What do we ofer? Our 
book, however, is for those who would like to use the brand 
mash-up strategy to increase their company’s brand value and 
to bring new benefts to their customers. Tis book can be a 
powerful tool for top management, business leaders, marketing 
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professionals, and business developers working in organisations 
and companies of all sizes. It is also for anyone who would like 
to keep up with the latest marketing techniques, and it can be 
used as teaching material in university courses. 

brands are part of our daily lives 

Brands and branding are part of our everyday language, and one 
could say that the average person is familiar with these concepts. 
Because brands even have a life of their own, they have a past and 
a present and thus want to stay alive in people’s minds forever. 

Sometimes, however, it may be even better to create a 
completely new brand (i.e., rebranding) or give a brand a new 
life by collaborating with some other brand (i.e., a mash-up). 
Typically, in a rebranding case a brand is killed of or its history 
is erased either in part or fully; in a mash-up situation, however, 
one can revitalise a brand by adding new elements. For example, 
although Louis Vuitton has collaborated with artists, its prod-
ucts still feature its classic name and logo. 

It may be wise to erase brand images that are not favourable 
or viable and to bring exciting new elements to heritage or 
legacy brands, which are longstanding brands that have been 
on the market for decades. Brands with a deep history have 
“brand heritage,” which means the brand has long-established 
customer experiences that afect today’s experience. Because a 
brand history is also personal, meaning each person’s relation-
ship with it begins upon their frst encounter, a brand mash-up 
could provide the necessary touch for reviving the brand and 
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creating new customer experiences. Such is the case with many 
luxury brands. 

why brand mash-ups? 

Building a brand from scratch can be an expensive process. Te 
brand mash-up concept we introduce in this book is one solution 
for cost-efectively pinpointing desirability among customers 
and for fnding new target markets. Tis concept also fts into 
contemporary, high-speed business culture where product life-
cycles appear to be shortening. In addition, one does not have to 
reinvent the wheel because companies can use existing data and 
consumer awareness to facilitate the process. 

A mash-up is the ideal strategy when you want to move 
forward quickly, increase sales, and fnd a home in your poten-
tial customers’ minds without years of brand-building. If we add 
artifcial intelligence (AI) and big data to the process, there are 
yet more possibilities for analysing the brand’s various building 
blocks. You can, for example, connect existing brands with your 
future product or service oferings by analysing what you aim to 
do with the new brand. It is up to you to decide whether you 
want to change radically by using the mash-up technique or if 
you want to continue to have a branded house. 

But frst consider this: data, and especially the intelligent 
combining of various data pools, has become the new gold. 
Artifcial intelligence provides opportunities for automating 
the use of data so that new brand mash-ups can be more efec-
tively generated. 

Te question thus remains: Should brand mash-ups be spon-
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taneous (such as an idea sparked by something on social media), 
created by marketing consultants, or generated through a system-
atic approach in which a machine suggests mash-ups based on 
certain attributes? 

To answer this, we will later cover tools for building a brand 
mash-up. 

We have witnessed the credibility brand mash-ups can create 
in the digital world. Tey can create benefts for consumers (such 
as functionality and aesthetics) and can help a brand access new 
consumer segments (like Generation Z). Brand mash-ups can 
also connect legacy brands in diferent ways, be it with other 
legacy brands, with new (and brandable) technology, or with 
start-up brands. 

A prime example of this is the Nike-Apple mash-up, in which 
Apple is ofering its digital solutions to traditional retail brand 
Nike. Te result is a new product, Apple Watch Nike+, which 
combines a physical product with an application. Another 
successful mash-up like this is Angry Birds-Star Wars. Or would 
you like to increase your brand value by collaborating with a 
brand that has a brand value as high as yours – or even higher? 

Te decision to create a brand mash-up depends on which 
growth strategy a company will take. Te possibilities are endless. 

brand mash-ups, artificial intelligence, and machine 
learning 

In this book we discuss how artifcial intelligence and machine 
learning can be used in marketing and especially branding. At 
its core, artifcial intelligence means teaching machines to solve 
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problems. However, computers can also start to learn things 
on their own – this is called machine learning. Machines can 
simply learn which is the right criteria and then compile data 
and generate results for us. 

IBM’s Watson, a computer system capable of answering ques-
tions posed to it in natural language, is already creating a better 
brand experience in the digital context, and the sky is practically 
the limit when considering the possibilities artifcial intelligence 
can bring to mashing up new brands. 

AI can use big data (the act of gathering and storing large 
amount of data) to create meaningful concepts by, for example, 
extracting which brand values are the most attractive from 
the consumers’ point of view. In the future we will see brands 
dissected in the digital world, and consumers will even respond 
to various, smaller facets of brands and may even create their 
own brands. 

In addition to IBM, an increasing number of innovative 
players are appearing in this feld. In the chapter about AI and 
brand mash-ups, we aim to elucidate the possibilities AI brings 
to this concept. 

the brand mash-up tool: combining, collaborating, and 
mashing-up efficiently 

Te mashing up of brands is a modern method for not only 
launching a new brand faster but also for creating the wildest 
combinations of brands from diferent felds and industries. 
Limiting the scope to one’s own industry prohibits growth and 
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rejuvenation of one’s image, and as such has become history in 
many felds. 

In Finland we can already see this taking root. Te postal 
service, for example, is now providing healthcare services, and 
fast food chain Burger King opened a sauna in Helsinki for its 
customers. 

Tese collaborations (as we also may refer to them) will: 
1. innovatively and quickly reinvigorate a brand 
2. increase brand value 
3. provide cost efectiveness for product development 
4. extend the life cycle of a brand 
5. help brands diferentiate from competition 

Mash-ups are not always successful, however, and to avoid 
failure we will examine some of the less-successful ventures. 

Te brand mash-up tool is cost-efective because it uses existing 
brand information and existing brands to create new brands. In 
addition, we ofer methods for creating completely new brand 
mash-ups based on existing customer data. Tis is what we 
consider the future of branding: utilising artifcial intelligence to 
combine existing data pools. 

We will present diferent options for brand mash-ups through 
various case studies. We will also elaborate on theoretical concepts 
that create better understanding of the concept and which 
connect brand mash-ups with the so-called brand discourse. 

Te tool we are presenting has many similarities with growth 
hacking, in which non-traditional marketing practises are 
combined to create rapid, cost-efective growth. Growth hacking 
is often seen as something that does not necessarily create user 
retention and sustainable growth. On the other hand, growth 
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hackers have started to take this into consideration. Growth 
hacking is frequently used by start-ups aiming to acquire a vast 
user base and high conversion rates. Search engine optimisation, 
website analytics, and content marketing are typical methods in 
growth hacking. 

And while brand mash-ups share similarities with growth 
hacking, mash-ups concentrate more on the use of existing data 
about brands. In brand mash-ups we are scrutinising brands 
and their DNA (more about our defnition of brand DNA on 
page 102), and we are especially concentrating on increasing 
brand value, instead of merely increasing the user base or 
conversation rate. Brand mash-ups are suitable for all kinds of 
businesses, and some of the growth hacking techniques may be 
applied simultaneously. 

our mission 

With this book we hope to support the discovery of new ideas, 
thereby keeping consumers interested, and to help companies 
form new revenue streams from their current oferings. Brands 
today are, more than ever, clear avenues for growth. 

Top management can use the brand mash-up techniques in 
their visioning work. Marketing professionals can use the brand 
mash-up techniques when creating new brand strategies. Te 
brand mash-up tool can also be highly valuable for research and 
development and within companies’ innovation labs. Start-ups 
and large corporations can be triggered into action through the 
application of the brand mash-up techniques as well. 
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We believe that in the future consumers will create brands 
themselves and even form brand mash-ups with the help of arti-
fcial intelligence. On that note, we may use the term “brand 
collaboration” or even “brand partnership,” though they essen-
tially mean the same thing. 

Mergers and acquisitions are instances in which ideas similar 
to mash-ups are applied; acquisitions sometimes follow the more 
experimental campaign-based mash-ups. Tus, we will cover the 
pros and cons of brand mash-ups in this context. 

So, as you prepare to delve into this book, ask yourself: How 
can you create a new and valuable brand without spending 
several years on brand-building? How can you think outside the 
box – i.e., your own industry or area of focus – to create inno-
vative new products and ideas? How can you cross into other 
industries or combine products and platforms to evoke a new 
customer response and reawaken brand loyalty through fresh 
design? 

Tis book ofers you the answers by exploring these new 
techniques and new perspectives, as well as provides guidance 
throughout the process. 

Welcome to the world of brand mash-ups! 



 
 

brands and branding: 
perspectives and 

definitions 
When reading a basic handbook on the topic of branding, we 
become acquainted with the history of branding and how it was 
a way to mark one’s cattle before setting them out into the felds. 
Brands back then simply demonstrated property rights. Today, 
however, brands still function as visual signs, demonstrating a 
connection to the owner (the brand’s legal copyright holder), so 
in that sense nothing has changed. 

Product brands were for a long time quite tangible and 
connected to a product, but nowadays they are also symbols for 
intangibles like services, ideas, and values. Tink Uber, Airbnb, 
and eBay: they sell nothing – only facilitate sales – but their 
individual brand values are enormous, not to mention their net 
worth. 

Traditionally, companies launched their marketing campaign 
strategies by establishing a brand identity (how the business 
or product is presented and seeks to be perceived) that they 
wanted to communicate to their target groups. Ten, based on 
the marketing and communications signals, the target groups 
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then created their own brand image (meaning their own, actual 
psychological perception of the brands). 

Companies concentrated on creating as much compliance as 
possible between brand identity and brand image. Tis means, 
for example, that if consumers were perceiving a certain brand of 
diapers as softer, easier to use, and of higher quality than budget 
brands, the marketing strategy would refect that – as would the 
cost. 

Trough the rise of social media and diferent brand commu-
nities, the focus has shifted to consumers and how buyers them-
selves create the brand through their talk about the brand using 
diferent brand-to-consumer channels. Te earlier perspective 
on brands focused on measuring the similarities between brand 
identity and brand image (i.e., the target group’s understanding), 
but when we instead focus on how consumers create the brand, 
we must apply more agile means of developing and refning the 
brand’s qualities. Shifting the focus to consumers also means 
that a brand will exist through its customers’ experiences and 
interactions with the brand and through diferent media and 
digital channels. 

Companies are still creating brands by deciding on a brand’s 
visual design, its brand values, and ways to communicate about 
and diferentiate the brand. Tis process can take time. Te key 
actors are graphic designers and marketing professionals. In this 
process the values of the brands are decided by the companies and 
not by the consumers. Today, we are buying online a good deal, 
and brand values are created through such digital encounters. 
Tere is thus a need for a new way to include the consumers in 
brand creation along with the use of existing data about brands, 
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data about consumers’ personal values, and the reasons behind 
their choice of certain brands. 

In the early years of branding, it was mostly important to 
emphasise how central brands were in making purchase deci-
sions. It was also important that companies found appropriate 
tools to brand their products. Te consumer was important 
mostly as a decision-maker in the purchase and more or less a 
target for diferent marketing activities. 

Segmentation of the consumer market was key to success, 
and the brand message was designed to refect the information 
about the segments. With diferent constructs of the marketing 
mix, companies aimed at having a bigger market share. Te 
consumer was a passive receiver and not active in the brand-
creation process. Tat is why most of the brand discussions were 
about acts that companies performed (for example, positioning) 
and how they built the brands and their identities within the 
company. In short, one could say that it was the era in which the 
perspective of marketing was to emphasise sales at all costs. 

Brand messages are still created, but today these can take 
various forms, such as content creation like blogs or social media 
placement, with “infuencers” being recruited to gain traction for 
the brand and interactions (and at the end, drive sales). Instead 
of being passive receivers, consumers are now active contribu-
tors: through social media and private communication, they are 
helping to make visual their diferent experiences with a brand, 
whereas in days past this was solely the realm of marketing and 
advertising departments. 
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branding in connection with views on marketing 

As such, branding has always been infuenced by the history of 
marketing. In the 1980s and 1990s, there occurred an impor-
tant paradigm shift within the traditional view of marketing. 
Te consumer was not considered as a passive receiver and 
the perspective developed into a relationship-oriented view of 
marketing, meaning the development of a long-term relation-
ship, one that extends beyond a single isolated sale. 

Companies now had to consider this shift in their branding 
activities. It was not as important to build a brand for the 
consumers, as it was to understand how the consumer created 
their image of the brand in their minds. It was important to 
establish a relationship with the consumers and understand how 
strongly they felt or reacted to a brand; their relationships with 
brands became central. 

Tools such as customer satisfaction surveys and means for 
measuring brand awareness were implemented in order to 
understand the value of the brand. When consumers with 
diferent relationships and feelings toward brands and prod-
ucts were brought together, it created the possibility for groups 
to evolve into subcultures (such as Harley-Davidson riders). 
You could even say that there are brand cults (for example, 
in the early days of Apple’s history). One of Nokia’s adver-
tising campaigns in the ’90s was, “Get together do whatever.” 
Tis clearly gave the impression that the company was able 
to provide a community for people to share their experiences 
with the brand. Te experience was a combination of product, 
service, and online experience. 
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 defining “brand mash-up” through examples 
Typical of contemporary mash-ups is the unexpectedness of 
brand collaborations to surprise consumers. One excellent 
example is Curiosity Lager, a limited-edition beer produced by 
local Stanley Park Brewing for Vancouver-based Yoga clothing 
company Lululemon. Te beer has been sold at Lululemon’s half 
marathon after-parties and in stores. For Lululemon, a brand 
mash-up with a beer company ofered a way to expand their 
customer base by reaching male consumers. Te can itself was 
designed to be colourful and playful, just like Lululemon yoga 
pants, and the taste was touted by consumers as refreshing and 
simply perfect for drinking after yoga use. Tis collaboration 
raised a lot of discussion, garnered numerous headlines, and 
thus served as a PR campaign. 

Corporate rebranding is a concept similar to the process of the 
brand mash-up. In rebranding brand names, visual elements or 
symbols are combined or are rethought and even redesigned. In 
the creation of a brand mash-up, we suggest that brand values 
or “the brand DNA” are scrutinised frst and rebranding consid-
ered at the end. Te reoriented brand can target a new market, 
take on a slightly diferent look, or be entirely new. Te aim is 
usually to gain market share or become more efcient in the 
process of brand-building. 

In mash-ups we usually want to be able to see which brands 
are involved, so it is not always a question of rebranding. Ideally, 
when the DNA of the two brands are combined, the result is a 
product that resembles the old iteration yet is fresh and slightly 
diferent. (On page 107 you can see the brand mash-up canvas 
and how a brand mash-up can be structured.) 
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Many fashion brands like to collaborate with fashion designers 
or celebrities; Adidas–Stella McCartney is an example of this. 
We, however, believe that brand mash-ups are more than merely 
combining two brand names and do not necessarily require 
the combining of brand names in the form of a logo or other 
marketing activities. Rather, it extends all the way to the most 
innovative solutions (examples are provided later in the book). 
Terefore, when two existing brands unite and something new 
emerges, this, in our defnition, is a brand mash-up. Tis thinking 
very much stems from the idea that a brand is more than a logo, 
and that almost everything a company does is brand building. 

Brand mash-ups are a way to increase brand value, provide 
an innovative way to quickly renew a brand, provide cost efec-
tiveness for product development, and extend the life cycle of a 
brand. 

Mash-ups can mean that completely new products emerge 
from existing brands. In addition to new products, mash-ups 
can result in mergers or even partnerships that give birth to new 
services. In addition to shortening the time between concep-
tualisation and launch, brand mash-ups can be a way to estab-
lish credibility in the digital world, provide added value to your 
customers, and perhaps get access to new consumer segments. 

mash-up partnerships: from the intuitive to the unexpected 

Te brands in a mash-up sometimes share the same design 
values – the same DNA – and have more commonalities than 
diferences. For example, Finland’s Iittala has values similar to 
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Issey Miyake of Japan, such as aesthetics and attention to detail 
in design, and the end-result is a beautiful collection utilising 
the strengths of both companies. (You will read more about the 
Iittala x Issey Miyake collaboration later.) 

However, it is also possible to surprise consumers by combining 
something unexpected. Burger King in Helsinki launched the 
world’s frst in-store spa, leveraging the popularity of the Finnish 
sauna. Te population of Finland is 5.5 million, with an esti-
mated 2 million saunas, so many that it is said there are more 
saunas than cars. Te Finnish sauna has become a brand of its 
own, diferent from the iterations found in other countries, and 
people have an image of what a Finnish sauna looks like and 
what the experience ofers. Te concept was more of a “Why 
not?” idea born out of the existence of a sauna in the building 
where the Burger King restaurant was to be launched. You can 
have a sauna experience in a Burger King-branded sauna, play 
games afterward, and then order your food to go or have it 
in-store. Tis is an example of a service innovation utilising the 
idea of a mash-up. 

Finnish retail chain Kesko has collaborated with pharmaceu-
tical and health product distributor Oriola, which can use the 
large-scale retail knowledge and strong consumer branding of 
Kesko to ofer a complete series of health products in at least 
100 retail stores and through its online shop. If Finnish legisla-
tion permits this collaboration, it will make it possible to sell 
medicine directly to consumers in the future. A mash-up in this 
case brings clear price benefts and ofers a broader selection of 
products to consumers. 
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cross-industry collaboration leads to a mash-up of 
services 

Te Finnish governmental postal service, Posti, has brought 
logistics services to a new level by adding home care to its ofer-
ings through the acquisition of Hoiva Oy. Perhaps in the next 
stage of collaborations we will see delivery robots collaborating 
with traditional postal companies and brands. Tese are exam-
ples of our contemporary mash-up culture in which imagina-
tion is the only limit in introducing new brands. Today’s fast-
changing markets require innovative approaches, and mash-ups 
have become tools for renewal and growth. It seems that in 
today’s world, there are endless opportunities for various types 
of collaboration. 

Te car industry has been active in collaborations lately. Ford 
has a deep brand heritage but recently collaborated with the 
dating application Tinder by ofering fve couples karaoke-
themed dates in Ford Mustangs. In this partnership, Tinder 
benefts from Ford’s reputation, brand equity, and heri-
tage, while Ford gets a very up-to-date and “cool” brand to 
collaborate with. Although their values may difer, the brands 
can exploit each other’s strengths. Similarly, the BMW and 
DriveNow (car-sharing service) partnership is a good example 
of a sharing economy mash-up, ofering the chance to drive a 
BMW for the short time you need it without ever having to 
outright purchase one. In our exercise with the upper secondary 
school students, we saw imaginary Cases like Gucci interiors 
for the most sold car brands. 
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Typically, companies have used mash-ups as a way to inno-
vatively refresh their brands. Finnish Marimekko prints can be 
seen on Finnair airplanes, providing peace of mind through a 
touch of class and style for passengers. 

An example of an unexpected collaboration by a young and 
trendy brand and a classic one is that of Louis Vuitton–Supreme. 
Hip and trendy New York streetwear brand Supreme, founded 
in 1994, has collaborated with many classic brands, including 
some, like Louis Vuitton, that have deep heritage. Today, a line 
of bags made by Louis Vuitton bear the trademark Supreme 
colours (red and white) with the Louis Vuitton initials in 
matching colours. We are witnessing this new world of branding 
where new successful trends can easily be born “on the street,” 
and the brands with deep heritage need to keep up with such 
trends to stay up to date. 

Or why not mix the colours of lip balms and sneakers? Keds, 
a footwear company, realised how much young girls love the 
colourful lip balms made by beauty products brand eos and 
launched a line of sneakers matching the lip balm colours. Keds’ 
inspiration for this mash-up came from Instagram, where a 
young girl had posted pictures of both products side by side. 
A somewhat similar mash-up for teenagers took place between 
Coca-Cola and cosmetics brand OPI: the companies created a 
line of nine nail lacquers inspired by Coca-Cola products, the 
theme of the collaboration being “happiness in a bottle.” Tese 
brands have a common target group, teenagers, and both are 
keen to distribute their products globally. 

Tis was also the case with the collaboration by the Star Wars 
series and makeup brand Cover Girl, who dubbed their makeup 
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collection “the light side” and “the dark side,” a partnership that 
brought something exciting to their target group. Marimekko 
for Clinique will include a series of cosmetics benefting from 
Marimekko’s modern aesthetics and Clinique’s energy. Both 
share a positive attitude toward life. In the fashion, food, and 
design industries, mash-ups more and more aim at targeting 
new customer segments for old brands or creating a new brand 
experience. (Several examples of mash-ups involving glassware, 
tableware, food, home decoration, and clothing are covered later 
in this book.) 

using mash-ups to increase value through credibility and 
reach 

A brand mash-up can sometimes happen inside a company 
instead of between two separate companies and their brands. 
In the UK, department store chain John Lewis and super-
market chain Waitrose decided to merge their two companies 
to get more out of a specifc target group. Previously, they had 
marketed these brands separately, but merging the marketing 
campaigns of the two brands resulted in the top 10% of the 
partnership’s retail customers driving 60% of overall revenues, 
with people purchasing products from both brands. In this case 
a single campaign likely reduces costs and increases loyalty for 
the brands. 

For a start-up company, a mash-up could be a way to secure 
funding or establish a brand endorsement. For example, Finnish 
gaming company Next Games partnered with American enter-
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tainment company AMC to develop Te Walking Dead games 
based on the hit television series of the same name. Next Games 
raised $10 million for its Te Walking Dead mobile title. Te 
game has so far been downloaded more than ten million times. 

Or, for a start-up, mash-ups can be a way build credibility and 
gain more users, as in the case of YOU-app by Fifth Corner. 
Te company collaborated with famous cook and TV star Jamie 
Oliver, who promoted the app focusing on well-being and healthy 
eating habits. Rovio Entertainment Corporation has also under-
taken mash-ups with moviemakers with the Angry Birds–Star 
Wars collaboration and the Angry Birds Rio mobile games, based 
on the Rio movie from 20th Century Fox. (We cover the Next 
Games and Rovio collaborations later in the book.) 

Uber collaborated with Spotify to provide music services to 
premium Spotify subscribers in cars booked through Uber: riders 
would climb into the car and be welcomed by their favourite 
play list. For Spotify this was a way to get more subscribers for 
their premium service, and for Uber it enabled them to diferen-
tiate themselves from regular taxi services. It can also be said that 
these companies share a similar target group and values typical 
of start-ups. 

mash-ups and celebrity partnerships 

Celebrity mash-ups can quickly bring revenue to a company, 
with celebrities acting as brand advocates. Puma reported a 
10.2% increase in revenue in all areas over a nine-month period 
in 2016, a signifcant portion of which was attributed to the 
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Rihanna x Puma collaboration; apparel saw the highest growth 
rate, up 12% to €966.6 million ($1.05 billion) in revenue. 
Celebrities are using channels like YouTube, Facebook, and 
Instagram to build their personal brands while at the same time 
acting as brand advocates for companies with whom they are 
collaborating. 

Google is one of the world’s most valuable brands and has used 
the brand collaboration strategy to stay on top. One of the most 
powerful collaboration tools for Google is the YouTube video 
platform onto which virtually anyone can upload content and 
place advertisements. With YouTube, Google is providing a plat-
form for a massive amount of collaborations to take place. Key 
to success is providing authentic content that does not look like 
traditional advertising but instead seems like an organic part of 
the story being shared with viewers. 

In addition to acting as a platform for collaborations, Google, 
for example, tends to use a branded house strategy for the prod-
ucts it rolls out to the public, meaning it is dominated by the 
single strong brand name: Google Maps, Google Books, Google 
Groups, etc. (For more on branded house strategy, please see 
page 62.) 

mash-ups for scaling and growth 

Instead of mashing up one product per company, mash-ups can 
include an entire product range. Tis kind of large-scale collabo-
ration can take up to three years to execute, as in the case of 
Wedgwood-RHS (see the case study on pages 83-86). In such a 
situation, one will have several mash-up projects spread out over 
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a longer period of time, meaning that mash-ups can become a 
component of a long-term strategy. 

Ten you have brands seeking to expand their core business 
into new areas. Many car companies are not only selling cars but 
also renting them to customers. 

As you can see, there is a large variety of mash-ups, and the 
purposes of these collaborations difer depending on the type of 
mash-up being executed. In the next chapter, we will summarise 
the diferent types of mash-ups. 





 
 
 
 

case study: 
next games–the walking dead 
Next Games–The Walking Dead is a start-up collabora-
tion between world-famous entertainment brands and is an 
example of proper use of consumer touchpoints and licensing. 
We spoke with Next Games CEO Teemu Huuhtanen to get his 
take, and we provide our own analysis after the interview. 

How would you describe brand-building in the world of entertain-
ment, especially for games and for you? 

At Next Games, we work with already existing brands and 
entertainment franchises, such as blockbuster TV shows or 
movies, and thus we rely on well-known brands to build our 
games on. For us it is of utmost importance to understand the 
brand and the phenomena we will base our game on and really 
get to know the fans and how they consume the original enter-
tainment franchise in order to create the best possible gaming 
experience. We take great care in making sure the team under-
stands this and do dedicate a considerable amount of time to 
this in the early stages of the game development process. 
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 How would you describe consumer touchpoints with your brand? 
Mobile games are digital, so our consumer touchpoints are 

mostly digital as well. We have a wide range of channels in use, 
ranging from TV advertisements to Facebook ads. When talking 
about interaction between us and our players, our player engage-
ment activities are perhaps more interesting than traditional 
one-way advertising or even social media marketing. 

You can’t deliver a winning player experience if the whole 
company culture does not fully embrace a player-focused 
mindset. It’s just that simple. From the very beginning we 
wanted to make sure being player-focused was a priority and 
deeply rooted in our company culture and values. We wanted 
to make sure everyone understands who our players are, what 
they think and feel in a very concrete way. So we set up a “Player 
Support Bootcamp” where everyone in the company, from our 
CEO to game designers, coders, artists, and marketers, have a 
chance to experience interacting with the community frst-hand. 
As a company, we are looking at player experience in a holistic 
way, and it’s everyone’s business here to deliver an extraordinary 
experience to our players. Many of the world’s leading organisa-
tions base their success on extraordinary service that is at the 
core of the company. It’s valued similarly to creating the product 
itself, and games companies have a lot to learn in that respect. 

How did you discover Te Walking Dead? Can you describe the 
value added to you and them through the collaboration? 

It all started in 2013, the year Next Games was founded, 
when the frst fve Next Gamers got together to crystallise the 
company strategy. Since the world is full of fantastic stories and 
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IP [intellectual properties] that people love – great platforms to 
build games on – we wanted to create the company strategy with 
games based on the world’s best entertainment franchises. 

When that was decided, we just simply went to the IP we loved 
and the world loves, and the decision to go after Te Walking 
Dead was done. We feel that it is imperative that the game team 
is passionate about the IP they are working on in order to make a 
good game. We put a lot of efort into the concept, went through 
a lot of work to get through to the right people at AMC, and 
pitched hard. We and AMC had very similar thoughts on how 
the show would translate into a game and what the experience 
should be. 

Tis is a very important point and extends to every detail of 
the whole project, including marketing. We wanted to combine 
this great IP with deep marketing collaboration to fnd the best 
way to reach the show’s fans, focus on being on-brand and close 
to the TV show, as well as involve the show’s talent to create an 
authentic experience for the show’s fans. 

Te beneft for us, of course, is that we can base our game 
on a narrative that is already engaging millions of people glob-
ally, which helps us with building the right product for the right 
audience. AMC, in our opinion, is one of the trailblazers among 
entertainment companies, who see games as a true extension to 
their franchises, not just a marketing gimmick. 

Te game was crafted specifcally with the show’s audience in 
mind, which is why it was not a copy of an existing formula. As 
such, the game’s audience does not by and large difer from the 
audience of the show, which includes quite an even distribution 
of women and men in the 18–49 age bracket. Part of the show’s 
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appeal is its mature take on a post-apocalyptic world and the 
inherently painful decisions associated with that. Cutting these 
elements from the game would have destroyed the soul of the 
brand. Te Walking Dead: No Man’s Land is rated 17+ on the 
app markets, so we certainly are targeting an adult audience 
with this game. 

What kind of steps have you taken in this collaboration? 
Our game development process is based on milestones where 

you frst create a concept, then prototype it, then move on to 
pre-production. During pre-production, you defne the scope of 
the project, the features, mechanics, visual style, and production 
schedule. After that the project moves into production and then 
to a so-called soft-launch, when the product is tested with real 
players by releasing it in limited markets. When your metrics 
look good, you are all set for launching globally, and that is 
when you start the hopefully years-long journey of creating new 
content and engaging activities for your players in the live game. 
Next Games’ marketing team is working closely with both the 
brand owner and the games team throughout the whole process. 
We like to treat our brand partners as team members and work 
with them as closely as possible. Tat is the key to delivering 
winning licensed games. 

How long did the cooperation take, from concept to launch? 
It took about two years. 
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analysis 

Te Next Games–Te Walking Dead example is an example of 
a “new product brand” where the funding is secured thanks to 
collaboration and a new kind of product (in this case a game) 
was developed. 

Tis collaboration was a way to lift the Next Games brand. It 
probably would had taken time for the company to develop its 
own brand compared to using an already well-known brand like 
Te Walking Dead. It always takes time to not only develop a 
brand from scratch but to get the users to become familiar with 
it. Certainly, it has been a way to build credibility, and for a 
start-up company like Next Games to also raise funding. 

We can regard this cooperation also as an example in which 
digital consumer touchpoints are used to understand the user 
(players, in this case), which is essential for a successful game. 
For the show’s producer, AMC, the Next Games collaboration 
generated new ideas for how to leverage the popular show by 
providing more channels for the fans beyond mere TV. 

How long will consumers be attached to Te Walking Dead? In 
licensing-based collaborations, there is always a risk that the appeal 
will not last for a considerable time. Movies and TV programs 
come and go, but who knows? Maybe the next licensing deal is 
already waiting around the corner for the zombie-based brand. 





 

agile branding is crucial 
As with any kind of cooperation, it is wise to save time and 
resources by collaborating with a company familiar with the 
process, knowledgeable of specifc areas, and who already has 
a strong brand image. Consider Apple: they are seeking new 
avenues for growth and would like to explore fresh and exciting 
ideas for renewing their product lines. Tey probably performed 
extensive research to fnd companies with the same values and 
target groups, and in the process, they honed in on Nike. Instead 
of learning about running and athletics and then developing an 
Apple sports brand identity from scratch, they probably found 
it more convenient and efcient to mash-up their brand with a 
well-known existing one. 

Although we concentrate on brands in this book, in many 
cases mash-up decisions involve a product-centric innovation 
process. In addition to the benefts to the product-development 
process, a thorough analysis of both brands should always take 
place, covering brand image, brand values, brand tonalities, and 
consumers’ emotional connections to brands. 
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Usually, brand building takes time, and one needs to estab-
lish several connections between brands and consumers to create 
value and brand loyalty. 

start-up culture and the need for speed 

Where does the drive to build branding more quickly than ever 
before come from? 

Firstly, the world is moving into rapid, real-time communica-
tion. Examples are WhatsApp and Facebook Messenger: instead 
of waiting for an email to download, users can send a message 
through these applications more easily and faster. As such, 
brand recommendations among friends can take place in mere 
seconds, and as a result, brands need to do three things: move 
onto real-time communication, fnd agile processes for reaching 
consumers, and create new brands before the trend elapses – at 
which point consumers start to discuss something else on various 
chat forums, social media channels, and messaging apps. 

Start-ups usually have a diferent approach to branding than 
large corporations. Start-ups do not face the weight of a large 
organisation’s processes nor require several rounds of approval 
for operational marketing decisions. Because of this, start-ups 
provide a good experimental base for thinking about the larger 
brand-building of a company. 

Typically, a start-up launches its marketing activities by getting 
a logo designed by a professional designer. Companies like 
99designs provide several versions of logos from various inde-
pendent suppliers who will ofer a design based on the brief 
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given by the start-up. Tere also exist online services that design 
a logo for you as soon as you give them your business name and 
a brief description of your company. Some of these services are 
even free. 

A good question is: has branding become automated, and how 
far can intelligent systems be built to help establish an overall 
brand? A start-up usually prepares a unique and personal story, 
launches a logo, shoots some pictures, creates a website, and 
captures the company’s vibe and premise with a video. All this 
can be done within a time span of a few weeks to a few months, 
instead of a year or even several years for the brand-building 
process. 

Start-ups are keen on using collaborations to build credibility, 
which enhances the adoption of more users – which in the end 
drives investments. Start-ups represent well the practitioners of 
agile branding methods, embracing “the next big thing.” Another 
worthwhile question is, “How much strategic thinking is needed 
in a branding process?” Large corporations are spending more 
time creating marketing strategies aligned with the company’s 
vision and are using professionals to make this happen. Tis can 
be quite time consuming. A start-up would spend less time on 
this process and usually rely primarily on their own resources. 
In such a case, a strategy could be formulated in even just a few 
words. 

Usually, the complexity of a product and service ofering, and 
perhaps whether or not there already exists a broad customer 
base, makes it important to align strategies and secure approval 
across a frm’s various departments. Mash-ups can be seen as a 
strategic extension to basic branding operations. At some point, 
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when the basic branding is already in place, companies need to 
fnd new avenues for growth. We therefore suggest the mash-up 
strategy to start-up companies that have passed from the seed 
stage to the growth stage, and naturally to larger companies as 
well. 

How can we measure a successful brand in the case of a start-
up? Instead of measuring brand value using traditional measuring 
tools typically reserved for large companies, the success of a 
brand can be measured by traction and social interaction with a 
brand. Naturally, the amount of seed or venture capital invest-
ment afects the value of a start-up brand. 

a fresh start: building your brand from scratch or 
combining existing brands 

Building a truly global brand for an individual product or service 
varies, but normally it takes from twelve months to three years. 
One can reduce this span signifcantly by uniting with existing 
brands. As mentioned earlier, the brand steering wheel, devel-
oped by an agency in the ’90s, is a simple and convenient tool 
for determining a brand’s identity, and in using it one can ensure 
consistency. However, building your brand from scratch using 
this kind of tool can be time consuming and still yield a slower 
process than when using existing and perhaps mature brands. 

Many global brands like Nokia, Rovio (Angry Birds), and 
Porsche have used the brand steering wheel approach in 
developing their global brand, including taglines like Nokia’s 
“Connecting People.” However, this took place long before the 
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global start-up boom, and there now seems to be a clear need 
for more agile and consumer-driven tools. Instead of starting to 
develop a new product or service brand using traditional tools, 
one can use our Brand Mash-up Canvas and Mash-Up Interac-
tion Wheel. 

Tis is especially true if one is adding new products and 
services to a portfolio: there is no need to go through various 
time-consuming brand-building steps. Tis was the case, as we 
will see, with the Angry Birds–Star Wars collaboration: Rovio’s 
partner Lucasflm was already fully familiar with the licensing 
process, so licensing the Star Wars brand to Rovio was a rather 
straightforward process. Tis not only saves a company time but 
also costs, since one does not need to learn about and implement 
a new facet of business. 

Whenever a brand aims for fast results, one still needs to take 
into account what consumers think about the products and 
services. Terefore, just as one must test a product concept 
with a consumer test group in order to understand customer 
values, one needs to test the brand mash-up with a segment 
from its existing customer base as well. One could even develop 
diferent ideas for a mash-up, develop the concept, and then ask 
consumers what they think. As with every research process, the 
process should be as simple as possible. Sometimes it is even 
enough to ask friends and relatives for their input. (Many start-
ups use this method when developing their applications.) More-
over, one would still need to give their mash-up a chance and let 
markets decide whether it is successful or not. 

Do not be afraid of trial and error. One of the greatest assets a 
company has is the ability to learn continuously, take feedback, 
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and most importantly to improve where necessary. One could 
say that brand building is a journey where the driver has many 
stops along the way, with check-ups aiming to improve their 
vehicle’s performance after each stop. If companies have Chief 
Digital Ofcers, they could now consider Chief Improvement 
Ofcers! 

Check-ups can be done using the data available from chan-
nels like social media. When a mash-up is launched, brands 
can follow its journey through consumer touchpoints on digital 
channels and can easily see what excites consumers and what 
needs to be improved. It must also be noted that a mash-up 
itself is not necessarily exciting; its value is materialised the 
moment consumers make a connection with it. Tese check-ups 
need to be efcient, and actions to improve need to be imple-
mented quickly. Otherwise, one cannot fully delve into the agile 
mash-up process. 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 

case study: 
angry birds–star wars 

Rovio is well known for its Angry Birds collaboration with Lucas-
flm’s Star Wars property. The collaboration has been highly 
successful for the company, which used to be known only for 
its Angry Birds mobile games, bringing to Rovio a whole new 
world of entertainment and all that goes with it. Currently, 
Rovio is a “games-frst” entertainment company. Here’s our 
interview with Rovio’s Marketing Director, Kai Torstila. 

What did the Lucasflm (Star Wars) collaboration mean for Rovio? 
Te collaboration was a key ingredient in establishing Angry 

Birds as a top-tier entertainment brand. 

How did it all start and where did the idea come from? 
Rovio’s frst large collaboration with NASA was the original 

spark that created the opportunity to launch new top-tier part-
nerships. Following Angry Birds Space, Rovio was wondering 
where to take it next. Being huge Star Wars fans, we decided to 
approach Lucasflm. Tey were interested and excited to work 
together and wanted to make the collaboration as big as possible, 
as they saw great potential in the Angry Birds brand. 
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What were the benefts of the cooperation for Rovio and Lucasflm, 
as well as for consumers? 

Te Angry Birds–Star Wars games I and II, the integration of 
physical-digital toys (Telepods), consumer products, books, and 
animation brought the Star Wars brand to a whole new demo-
graphic. Te Angry Birds brand had universal, fresh appeal, 
allowing fun gaming for a wide range of players and consumer 
products for the younger audience. Both parties benefted greatly 
from the integrated brand exposure. 

What similarities are there between Lucasflm (Star Wars) and 
Rovio (Angry Birds)? What diferences complemented each other? 

Star Wars is a massive evergreen franchise, something that 
Angry Birds aspires to be. Star Wars has a long legacy and story 
that springs from the original movie trilogy, whereas Angry Birds 
is a relatively new mobile-game-frst franchise. Both brands are 
iconic entertainment brands in their own right. Angry Birds is 
heavily comical and cartoon style, which is radically diferent 
from the original Star Wars trilogy. Also, the fact that both fran-
chises’ stories have two clear conficting sides made things a 
lot easier from a brand story point of view! Te Star Wars saga 
has the Light and the Dark Side of the Force, whereas the Bad 
Piggies are the enemies of the Angry Birds. 

Was the aim for Rovio to fnd new markets, segments, fresh ideas, or 
something else? 

Rovio has always strived to aim high. Star Wars is about as 
high as one can take it in the entertainment world. Te original 
Angry Birds already enjoyed massive four-quadrant (young/old, 
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female/male) popularity. We wanted to provide new premium 
products to the market and also just really establish ourselves 
and Angry Birds as a top entertainment brand. At the time, the 
mobile games market was still heavily premium based, which 
meant that the products were slightly less service-based. Bringing 
out a stream of new titles and sequels was commonplace, as the 
life cycle of a product was shorter than in the “freemium” service-
based economy. 

Which departments were involved in the process? What was the role 
of Rovio and that of Lucasflm in the implementation? 

All Rovio business units (games, marketing, consumer prod-
ucts, animation, books, legal) were heavily involved. It was def-
nitely more about creating an Angry Birds–Star Wars franchise 
rather than a single game. Lucasflm licensed the Star Wars brand 
and assets to Rovio to create an Angry Birds–Star Wars mash-up 
universe with a brand and products. 

How long did it take for this collaboration to come to life? What it 
easy? What was difcult? 

Te process took approximately a year from the original idea 
up to the publishing of the frst joint products. Te process was 
relatively conventional, as licensing the Star Wars brand was 
standard practise for Lucasflm. However, it is of course chal-
lenging to establish the rights and resolve the ownership ques-
tions when creating a mash-up between two super popular fran-
chises. Undertaking all the diferent processes, interrelations, and 
timing between mobile game development, animation, and the 
toy industry necessary to work together is naturally an extremely 
challenging and difcult process. 
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How has the collaboration felt within Rovio? Any cultural difer-
ences? 

Te collaboration was an iconic milestone in Rovio’s history. 
It is something that all Rovians will always be very proud of. 
Rovio was a relatively young and entrepreneurial start-up that 
was just establishing itself, which is very diferent from the 
position Lucasflm operated from. Rovio defnitely had a more 
experimental nature that Lucasflm was interested in collabo-
rating with. 

Do you have any data about how consumers have reacted to this 
collaboration? 

A few data points to illustrate the scale. Te Angry Birds– 
Star Wars games have been downloaded over 215 million times 
(AppAnnie). Te original Angry Birds–Star Wars trailer has 
been viewed over 55 million times on YouTube. Te physical-
digital Telepod character toys that could be scanned into the 
game, created in collaboration with Hasbro, were scanned over 
30 million times. 

What efect has this collaboration had on the brand value of Rovio? 
Has this been measured before and/or after the collaboration, and if 
so, what kind of results have you seen? 

It is extremely difcult to measure the impact on the brand 
values. Rovio was on a great growth trajectory, which resulted in 
multiple successful collaborations and eventually the blockbuster 
Te Angry Birds Movie. So the strategy worked. Consequently, in 
2017, with the successful transition to the free-to-play strategy, 
Rovio games is achieving great results. 
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How were intellectual property rights (IPR) handled? Were there 
any challenges from a brand collaboration point of view? Can you 
tell us a bit about the brand-naming strategy for this collaboration? 
What was the reason for keeping both brand names? 

Angry Birds is a Rovio trademark and hence is always included 
in the franchise products. Perhaps a funnier detail was deciding 
which of the Angry Birds characters shared the most traits with 
the Star Wars characters and which made for the best character 
mash-ups. 

analysis 

Tis mash-up clearly opened up a totally new world of enter-
tainment for Rovio, helping the company fnd new areas for 
growth. Starting their own entertainment company and growing 
it organically would have taken years to achieve the same level of 
success. Instead, by partnering with Lucasflm, the results came 
much more quickly. 

We can assume this was an expensive process for Rovio and 
at the same time quite risky. Still, with Star Wars being such 
a formidable brand, the risk was mitigated for the smaller 
company. Tis must had been a huge lift for the Angry Birds 
brand worldwide. 

Te question remains, however, why Lucasflm would mix their 
Star Wars characters with the characters of Angry Birds. Tis we 
do not know. Perhaps it was an innovative way to delight the 
fans with something new, or perhaps they were impressed with 
Rovio’s capabilities in building addictive, world-class games. 





 brand mash-ups and 
social dynamics 

Today, Instagram has more than 600 million users. As an almost 
purely visual form of media, Instagram ofers an excellent oppor-
tunity to convey your brand’s identity and at the same time get 
consumers to talk about their favourite brands. Tis social media 
channel is especially popular among smaller lifestyle brands. 
Celebrities and infuencers use Instagram, Pinterest, or their 
personal blogs to show of the collaborations they are working 
with and to spark dialogue. Tus, these days an infuencer is 
someone whose original content is able to attract a large number 
of followers on such social media channels. 

When we talk about brand mash-ups, we have to talk about 
the web and the social dynamics of its various channels. Early 
concepts of branding were created in a context where campaigns 
and marketing were more feasible, as media forms were simpler 
and easier to manage. Tus, from a brand manager’s point of view, 
consumers’ encounters with brands were predictable. Nowadays, 
the encounters are diferent: they are part of a more complex 
media landscape, especially where social media is concerned. 
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(Later on, we will use our Mash-Up Interaction Wheel to 
show how a brand experience can be supported throughout the 
diferent stages of interaction.) 

In their 2014 paper “Web and social media dynamics and 
evolutionary and adaptive branding: theories and a hybrid intel-
ligent model,” Shuliang Li and Jim Zheng Li present a model in 
which social media dynamics play an important role. Tey defne 
social media dynamics as: “social media buzz, trends, growth, 
evolution, co-evolution, the dynamic behaviour of social media 
contributors or users, and in particular how they interact with 
each other, how they interact with online web resources, what 
contents they generate, how they share information and knowl-
edge, what they like and dislike over time.” 

Tis pattern of interaction will be part of our development of 
brand-mash-up tools, meaning that the selection of brands for 
a mash-up could be based on the most-liked brands in social 
media or the brands that most often spark positive dialogue 
among online consumers. It is important to note that social 
media brands have shifted their focus toward users (see, for 
example Pont, 2013) in the branding process, which is a more 
contemporary perspective of how brand experience is born. 

When studying brands, we need to understand consumer 
behaviour and how it is changing. Consumers are switching 
between diferent mobile apps more and more. For example, a 
user may be on Facebook for a while, where they click a news 
link that may direct them to a pop-up advertisement for a 
certain brand; then they may decide whether the brand is attrac-
tive enough to investigate further and even go shopping, and 
then perhaps go back to Facebook or switch to a messaging app. 
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Companies can no longer control how consumers experience 
advertising. Because the amount of attention brands are receiving 
is decreasing as consumers switch between social media channels 
and apps on their phones and other personal devices, brands are 
seeing lower retention rates. Tus, the actual success and survival 
of certain brands are shifting away from companies and toward 
consumers: consumers are actively recommending brands 
through their social media posts, both privately and publicly, 
as well as criticising other brands. Consumers are deciding not 
only how much time they will spend on brands but also which 
brands they will ultimately choose. New, trendy brands that 
already rank high in social media may get more attention and be 
perfect mash-up candidates for more traditional brands. 

Another key concept is that of advocacy, which is when the 
interaction concentrates on showing support for a cause but in 
the business context of a brand. Te aim is to utilise advocacy 
as well as social media dynamics as part of the framework in 
creating tools for brand mash-ups. 

New kinds of platforms provide ways for companies to mash-up 
creative content and thus form new brands. One example of 
this is Ello, which provides a networking channel for creatives to 
share and sell their digital content. One can, for example, create 
a branded magazine by mixing pieces of multimedia content 
from several creators. 

Pieces of data, when combined, therefore become a brand of 
its own. Te service is truly global, as creative-content-based 
mash-ups can be engineered anywhere, anytime. Although 
this is not an example of combining existing brands but rather 
pieces of data, the model is worth exploring, as similar activities 
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could be envisioned in a future where consumers are creating 
brand mash-ups. 

the life cycle of a mash-up 

Mash-ups often take place at the product level and are seen 
as campaigns. Tis is especially true with celebrity mash-ups. 
Te purpose of having several short-term mash-ups is to get 
consumers excited about the brand all over again. 

However, we have also seen that mash-ups can work in the 
long term, as in the case of Finnair and Marimekko, a collabora-
tion that started in 2012 and which is still ongoing. RHS and 
Wedgwood have agreed to collaborate for three years. Terefore, 
the lifespan of a mash-up all depends on the case. Naturally, it 
mostly depends on consumers and how long their interest will 
last. Tis is especially true with high street fashion brands. 

It is therefore essential to track consumer response throughout 
the entire life cycle of a mash-up to understand how long the 
excitement lasts, just like with any campaign. Sometimes, what 
started as a cooperation can end up as an acquisition, as in the 
case of BMW and DriveNow. Mash-ups can therefore shift from 
short term to long term. 

Is it possible to lengthen the lifespan of a mash-up? We believe 
it is. Tis could be done by introducing new elements to a current 
mash-up. In the case of an airline, it could be new patterns, 
textiles, and cups, for example. 

What is best timing for a mash-up then? As seen in many of 
the examples provided, most of the brands are at the mature 
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stage, when brands have already succeeded in getting traction. 
However, we have also seen that in the case of a start-up, mash-
ups can take place early on when teaming up with an established 
brand. Terefore, there is no right or wrong time to start a mash-
up. For a start-up company, a mash-up can speed up the process 
of go-to-market and therefore increase traction. 

Although we do recommend these analyses, it must be noted 
that conficts may arise, just like with any project. To prevent 
these types of conficts, it would be good to discuss company 
culture when starting the project and to communicate as much 
as possible during the project. 

failed mash-ups 

Not all mash-up ideas are necessarily successful. If brands are 
clearly competitors or brand names are strongly protected, it 
may be difcult to establish a suitable collaboration. Tis was 
the case when Burger King proposed combining sandwiches 
with McDonald’s: the fnal product would had been called the 
McWhopper. Te collaboration was declined by McDonald’s, 
perhaps for brand protection purposes. 

Diferent news scandals may end collaboration or if the collab-
orating partners are not clear about their vision or able to agree 
on a common one. Tis was the case with luxury department 
chain Neiman Marcus, aiming for the mainstream by placing 
their collections in Target, a middle-market department store 
chain. Te collection was priced much higher than Target 
customers were willing to pay, and the collection itself did not 
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attract consumers as expected. It was, according to Business 
Insider, “a fop.” 

In 2018 Nike featured NFL player Colin Kaepernick in its 
ad campaign. Te celebrity became controversial for his strong 
stance against racial discrimination. Nike initially experienced 
a $4 billion loss when a segment of fans abandoned and even 
protested the brand. However, the brand is now seeing a record 
high brand value, as investors saw the risky move as a long-term 
winning strategy for Nike. 

At the time of this writing, Spotify is considering ending 
its partnership with Uber. Tere has also been some concern 
about brands “over-collaborating,” meaning collaborating with 
a variety of brands that do not necessarily help either brand to 
be endorsed but instead give rise to negative efects such as the 
loss of credibility. It is better to focus on a few brands that are in 
line with the company’s values and overall strategy; one can then 
arrange various collaborations with the selected brands. 

One way to test the acceptance of a potential mash-up is to 
ask consumers directly. Tis is exactly what was done by Heinz 
when they announced the Mayochup, which combines Heinz 
mayonnaise and ketchup. Tey asked people to vote on Twitter, 
and if 500,000 voted “yes,” they would release the product. Not 
all were excited about the product, and even those that voted 
“yes” were said to be sceptical. Te majority, however, thought 
it a good idea, though the name Mayochup (according to many 
voters) needed to be changed. Discussion continues on Twitter 
as of the writing of this book, but this proves that integrating 
consumer touchpoints into development early enough helps 
avoid mistakes associated with mash-ups. 
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We can imagine situations where cultural and political difer-
ences pose difculty for mash-ups, just like in any kind of merger 
or acquisition. As well, situations where there is imbalance of 
benefts may make for an impossibility as collaborative partners: 
the collaboration must be a win-win situation for both brands 
in order for a mash-up to be successful. Tus, the strategic ques-
tions we presented (see pages 65-66) must be answered before 
the brands can commit to a mash-up.  

social responsiveness and mash-ups 

In most cases mash-ups are created with the aim of increasing 
brand value. However, there are exceptions to this. Social respon-
siveness programs have become a tool for branding, especially 
with millennials who expect companies to provide transparency 
in their operations and who tend to take part in various commu-
nity eforts. 

In London several cafes are donating a portion of their profts 
to charities or have made it possible for customers to donate to 
a cause. Cafes like Paper & Cup, a non-proft social enterprise 
created by a trust, support homeless people in the city. Brand 
mash-ups have thus become a way to show compassion and 
empathy. 

Lacoste, a classic brand known for its crocodile logo, launched 
a campaign called Save the Species and partnered with another 
classic brand, the International Union for Conservation of 
Nature. Together they launched limited-edition shirts featuring 
endangered animals. Te logos follow the same embroidery style 
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as the classic Lacoste crocodile logos, except that the shapes are 
diferent. A portion of the sales of these shirts will go to conser-
vation work. Tis is good example of social responsiveness and 
sophisticated use of a brand with deep heritage. 

Rotary International is collaborating with the World Health 
Organisation and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation to 
launch a cause called End Polio Now whose goal is to reduce 
polio cases throughout the world. Terefore, it is not always a 
question about brand equity; combining forces makes it possible 
to create programs with higher impact. 

Department store Stockmann partnered with Te World Wild-
life Fund Finland to encourage shoppers to reduce plastic bag 
use when shopping. Stockmann started charging for plastic bags, 
and when a customer opted not to buy a plastic or paper bag, 
the store pledged fve cents of every purchase toward protecting 
the Baltic sea. 

Tere is great concern around packaging, such as the recy-
clability and use of plastics. Companies like Coca-Cola, Starbucks, 
and McDonalds have all announced initiatives to start tackling 
these types of issues. Starbucks and McDonald’s, although seen 
competitors in certain ways, agreed to a future cooperation in 
the development of a fully recyclable cup, including straws. Tis 
proves that collaboration is key for solving the world’s problems, 
and these types of collaborations ofer opportunities for brand 
mash-ups. 

In the UK, Coca-Cola has announced that they are joining 
forces with WWF, Ocean Conservancy, Keep Britain Tidy, and 
the Ellen MacArthur Foundation. We are excited to see what 
kind of brand mash-ups will come out of these! 
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Companies small and large have various social responsiveness or 
responsibility programs. Tese may be related to environmental 
protection, human rights, poverty, climate, health, or anything 
related to the challenges the world faces. Many companies have 
development programs of their own, but there remain numerous 
opportunities to save resources and time, by collaborating with 
charity organisations who specialise in tackling these issues. 

brands and social responsibility 

Today, an important consideration within marketing is the ques-
tion of social responsibility. Tere is a quest for transparency, 
sustainability, and operations that can be considered ethical. Tis 
afects how diferent brand manoeuvres are reported and how 
consumers understand the ways branding afects one’s choices. 
We could even say that branding should facilitate not only deci-
sion-making but also consumers’ grasp of the branding process. 
We should consider how brands could manipulate and distort 
facts if thorough supporting information is not available. Tere 
is always the question of authenticity and how it can be branded. 
Branding is always about creating a tool for consumer decision-
making that is fast, transparent, and suitably sustainable. 

With the brand mash-up technique, we can provide a tool for 
scrutinising brand values and how they are communicated to the 
consumer. We have to consider transparency in creating mash-ups, 
both from the company’s and consumer’s point-of-view. Any brand 
can claim to be sustainable, but consumers today can use various 
sources to determine exactly how sustainable a brand really is. 
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Companies must provide honest brand experiences, including 
detailed information, to consumers about matters such as 
production facilities, workforce treatment, distribution, and even 
cost of production, an issue which we recently saw in the case 
of Finnish luxury brand Lovia, a sustainable brand that creates 
artisan-quality accessories from high-quality leftover materials, 
all while operating with 100 % transparency. Lovia shares this 
information about their entire product range. 

Branding at its best is always about creating a tool for quick and 
efective consumer decision-making, but it should also stand for 
sustainability. Te best brands today also provide personal and 
delightful experiences for people who ultimately select brands 
that refect their personal needs and enhance their social accep-
tance. Mash-ups can thus be a way to positively exceed customer 
expectations – and much more. 

Brands are one of the most valuable intangible assets a company 
has, and thus have been central in various marketing eforts 
spanning decades. Brands also ofer important growth poten-
tial, even if the growth comes in the form of a new product or 
services being added to a brand. Tis is the result of the intan-
gibility of brands, which makes brand growth difcult to grasp 
without a more detailed defnition of the value of brands. 



 
 

 
 

 
 

toward a brand mash-up 
architecture and 

strategy 
As explained, brand mash-ups represent diferent processes for 
connecting either existing brands with each other or connecting 
new brands with established ones. But to really have an appro-
priate tool and an overview of where mash-ups are most useful, we 
need to understand brand architecture and brand life cycles. Both 
are important in analysing whether mashing-up is a sound tactic. 

A brand architecture is a useful schematic for larger organisa-
tions engaged in the process of organising several brands and 
determining the interrelations between brands, as well as the 
roles of diferent brands in a brand portfolio. In some cases, 
mash-ups could even happen between two brands of the same 
company, although it is more common to look for mash-ups (as 
brand endorsements) outside one’s own brand architecture. 

Rajagopal and Romulo Sanchez present a model for brand 
architecture constituents with three main categories that defne 
a brand relationship: “house of brands,” “branded house,” and 
“brand endorsements.” 

Brands that are stand alone create a “house of brands” and 
indicate a process of separation (see Muzellec & Lambkin for 
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more on this topic) in contrast to the “branded house,” where 
there is only one strong brand and where new brands are more 
or less integrated into the portfolio. 

Chanel uses a branded house strategy for its products, as do 
most of the car brands (Honda, Nissan, etc.); so does Google. 
Unilever with its diferent brands (Dove, Knorr, Magnum) uses 
a house of brands strategy, and the Unilever trademark/brand 
is more or less invisible. Michael Kors’s recent acquisition of 
Jimmy Choo is also a house of brands strategy, as each brand has 
its own role in the house. 

A “brand endorsement” strategy has similarities with the branded 
house strategy, the diference being that the company brand can be 
seen in connection with the product brand. Brand endorsement 
is a process in which the established corporate brand provides 
credibility and certain values to the endorsed brand or celebrity 
endorsements of a brand. Mash-ups can be defned as a certain 
kind of brand endorsements, depending on how the two brand 
owners want to defne the cooperation. We can thus add “brand 
mash-up” as a new category to the brand architecture because it 
has overlapping features and because it vitally emphasises the role 
artifcial intelligence will play in the future. 
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Brands are always connected to something, and the brand in 
itself does not provide functional benefts; organisations, prod-
ucts, and services provide these connections. Rajagopal and 
Sanchez propose diferent brand strategies in connection with 
the product life cycle and provide four diferent strategy options: 
“brand development, brand reinforcement, brand repositioning, 
and brand redesigning.” A mash-up process can sometimes 
happen when introducing a new product or service and when 
developing a new brand, but in that case it is more or less used 
as a testing tool to see whether the brand is complete and fexible 
enough to hold its own in the existing market. 

Te so-called brand life cycle concept can also be added to this 
context. Brands have a life cycle due to diferent communicative 
acts (word of mouth, advertising campaigns, content creation 
and marketing, etc.). Brands should sometimes be left to wither 
on the vine, and sometimes they should be reanimated. Brand 
heritage is prevalent when the brand’s history spans several 
decades and people retain certain conceptualisations about the 
brand from years prior. In other words, we have to be aware of 
the fact that there is an important time dimension involved with 
branding. 

We aim to develop the brand mash-up strategy in connection 
with the concept of the brand life cycle. When studying the 
diagram and comparing the branded house and brand endorse-
ments (mash-ups), one will notice that a mash-up is usually a 
campaign or meant to last for a certain period of time, unlike 
with a branded house in which you are creating a strategy meant 
to endure for years or decades. 

Returning to a point we made earlier, we especially suggest 
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brand mash-up to companies experiencing rapid changes in 
consumer behaviour and seeking to either maintain or even 
increase brand value. 

As brands are born in a dialogue with the consumers, there 
should exist a strategy for how mash-ups are communicated. 
Is there a common understanding of how the mash-up should 
be made visible and how it should be communicated, without 
deteriorating the values or promises conveyed by the mashed-up 
brands? Is the mash-up in fact a communication strategy with a 
visibly diferentiated design? 

In the food industry, mash-ups can be a way to not only earn 
visibility on shelves but also on social media. Mash-ups are usually 
seen as something new and exciting and encourage consumers 
to try them and talk about them. Some examples of well-known 
food mash-ups are Taco Bell and Doritos, Dunkin’ Donuts and 
Pop Tarts, and Heinz ketchup and Heinz mayonnaise. Mash-ups 
have become popular in the food industry mainly because of the 
need to diferentiate from competition and fnd new avenues for 
growth. Our brand mash-up exercise with the upper secondary 
school students in Finland revealed an imaginary case where 
Oreo would launch Fanta favoured Oreo cookies! 

strategic questions in creating a mash-up 

Several questions need to be answered when considering a brand 
mash-up. Te following must at least be sorted out inside a 
company before moving on to the commitment stage: 
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◊ Why are we pursuing a brand mash-up? 
◊ How does the brand mash-up ft into our current brand 

strategy and brand architecture? 
◊ Should the brand be acquired or should there be a 

brand mash-up campaign? 
◊ What kind of life cycle are we expecting for the mash-up? 
◊ What kind of brand mash-up are we looking for – 

product development or a marketing mash-up (collab-
orations, brand endorsements)? 

◊ What are the potential benefts of a brand mash-up? 
◦ Could it provide access to new customer segments? 
◦ Better experiences? 
◦ A possibility to renew the old brand? 
◦ A chance to do something exciting? 
◦ Better brand image? 
◦ Access to new markets? 
◦ Te possibility to create new products or services? 
◦ New functionality or digitalisation of current ofering? 
◦ New distribution channels? 
◦ To ensure funding by collaborating with a strong brand? 
◦ To gain credibility? 
◦ To quickly increase revenue? 

◊ What kind of resources and mindsets (attitudes) are 
needed to create a brand mash-up? 

◊ Who makes decisions in the mash-up process? 
◊ What kind of competences are needed? 
◊ How does a brand mash-up afect departments like 

R&D and their production cycles? 
◊ How will brand mash-ups be communicated to 

diferent stakeholders? 
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◊ What is our naming strategy? Do we keep our current 
brand name or are we ready to sacrifce it in lieu of a 
new one? 

◊ How do we test consumer acceptance? 
Creating brand mash-ups requires an open mind and the 

ability to accept failure. Brand mash-ups should be approached 
like start-ups, and just like in any innovative process, it is impor-
tant to keep in mind that the best innovations are, ultimately, 
judged by the market. Terefore, trial and error are better than 
not trying anything new. All this requires fexibility from the 
organisation and people with a growth attitude, as well as a 
willingness to introduce new ideas and be resilient in times of 
change. 

Trough the cases in this book, you can see various cases of 
collaboration and at the same time fnd answers to some of these 
questions. In the case of Marimekko for Finnair and Target, the 
collaborations provided access to new markets; in the case of 
Next Games and Te Walking Dead, the mash-up was a way to 
secure funding and to create new products, among other things. 
We have analysed each case based on these questions as far as 
they are relevant to each one. 



 
case study: 

marimekko for finnair 
This design collaboration between a classic Finnish textile 
brand and Finland’s venerable airline helps provide peace 
of mind to passengers through classy design elements. We 
interviewed Marimekko’s Communication department for this 
case (and several other departments ofered comments). 

Finnair was a natural partner for Marimekko. In the designer’s 
opinion, Finnair was the frst airline in the world to elevate 
design by frmly placing it at the centre of its service. Trough a 
collaboration, they wanted to show how design could infuence 
people positively in diferent moments of life. Furthermore, 
the design collaboration with Finnair supported Marimekko’s 
growth strategy, particularly in the Asia-Pacifc region, which is 
one of Marimekko’s key market areas. 

In setting out to launch a collaboration, Marimekko wanted 
(and this is still very much valid today) to connect their colourful 
design and fashion with other surprising parties and forms of 
art, such as ballet, modern dance, and visual arts. Tus, it was 
time to do something unforeseen up in the sky. 
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Finnair’s CEO at the time, Mika Vehviläinen, said in the 
announcement of the brand collaboration: “Finnair has a strong 
design heritage, and this cooperation brings our design thinking 
to a new level. Our goal is to become a design airline and bring 
our customers unique experiences for all fve senses. Cooperation 
with Marimekko is an important step toward this target. Finnair 
aircraft will become roving ambassadors of timeless Finnish 
design and creativity, giving our customers a special experience 
when they fy with us. Both of these brands are about bringing 
positivity, high quality, and peace of mind to customers. We 
believe this collaboration will help generate new experiences and 
lasting, positive memories for a whole new generation of Finnair 
passengers in Asia.” 

In addition to adding value to the customer experience, both 
companies were eager for the collaboration to help build brand 
awareness: both companies had long-established presence in 
Japan but were growing in other Asian markets, China in partic-
ular. 

Te Marimekko for Finnair collection was designed according 
to the airline’s needs by Marimekko designer Sami Ruotsalainen 
in collaboration with Emma Isola, using original Marimekko 
patterns by Maija Isola. 

Te design collaboration between Marimekko and Finnair 
began in 2012, and Marimekko for Finnair textiles and table-
ware were introduced to all of the Finnish airline’s aircraft in 
2013. Additionally, to celebrate the partnership, two of Finnair’s 
long-haul aircraft were decorated in a colourful livery based on 
Marimekko’s iconic Unikko (“poppy”) foral print from 1964. 
Te Airbus A340 was launched in 2012 and in 2014 the sister 
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aircraft, an Airbus 330, was painted in a special blue colourway 
inspired by Finland’s thousands of lakes and beautiful, clean 
nature. In 2017, Finnair unveiled a brand new airbus A350 with 
Marimekko “Kivet” (stones) livery. 

In 2015 a series of Marimekko amenity kits in three diferent 
prints were designed for Finnair. Special attention was given to 
functionality: the tableware is produced using lightweight mate-
rials (15% lighter than the previous Finnair tableware), which 
reduces the total weight of the aircraft and thus supports more 
sustainable fying. In addition, democracy was one of the criteria 
for the design. Te same atmosphere and design can be seen in 
both business class and economy, giving passengers a feeling that 
someone has been thinking of them in every detail. Maija Isola’s 
classic designs Silkkikuikka, Kivet, Kissapöllö, and Koppelo can 
all be seen in the textiles and tableware designed by Sami Ruot-
salainen from Marimekko. 

Te design collaboration’s purpose is to strengthen the peace 
of mind and fying experience of passengers. Additionally, it 
supports Marimekko’s and Finnair’s growth strategies, especially 
in the Asia Pacifc region, which for both partners is one of the 
main target markets. Today, brand collaborations are part of 
Marimekko’s business model. 

analysis 

For Finnair this was a clear step toward becoming a design-
centric airline, as Marimekko is a Finnish design icon. Tis is 
an example of a courageous mash-up in which designs ended up 
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not only in textiles and cups but on the aircrafts’ exteriors. We 
can surely regard this as an innovative, product-based mash-up. 

For Marimekko, as the article stated, this was also clearly a 
direct route, both literally and marketing-wise, to the Asian 
market. Marimekko tends to establish stronger brand awareness 
in diferent geographical markets through mash-ups, which can 
also be seen in another case featured in this book, Marimekko 
for Target. 

Marimekko for Finnair is a good example of a long-enduring 
(several years and still ongoing) mash-up that can adapt to 
trends. Both are Finnish companies, and thus their cultures of 
collaboration, styles, general sensibility, and use of the Nordic 
lifestyle are quite similar. While for Marimekko the benefts of 
the mash-up seem clear, it’s difcult to quantify how much this 
mash-up has raised the brand value for Finnair or whether it 
was mainly to make the passengers’ journey a bit more pleasant. 
What is assured is that the mash-up places Finnair among the 
other notable innovative and design-focused airlines that are 
willing to take a chance on their customers’ behalf. 



 
case study: 

marimekko for target 
Marimekko for Target (a popular North American retailer) 
includes a collection featuring playful, print-centric pieces 
that span outdoor décor, furniture, and entertaining essen-
tials, as well as beach- and swimwear and accessories 
for women and girls, specifcally designed for the North 
American market. The answers we received are courtesy of 
the Marimekko Communications Department, with several 
departments involved in the interview. 

Why did Marimekko choose Target and vice versa? How did the 
idea of the cooperation originate? What is the greatest beneft to 
Marimekko? What are the diferences between the brands? Similari-
ties? 

Target pioneered the concept of design partnerships. Following 
the celebrated previous Target design partnerships with brands 
such as Missoni, Jason Wu, Peter Pilotto, and others, we were 
very excited to collaborate with Target on a new collection. 
Marimekko was created to bring colours and happiness into 
people’s everyday lives. We were thrilled to share our storied 
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colourful designs and lifestyle thinking, inspired by Finnish 
summer outdoors living, with Target’s guests in all stores across 
the United States, as well as online, in the spring of 2016. 

Target’s design team spent time in Helsinki, where Marimekko 
is rooted, and were struck by one observation in particular: 
Finland has four distinct seasons, and once the cold and dark of 
winter fade away, Finns could not be happier to get outside with 
friends and family to enjoy some much-deserved sunshine. Tat 
glimpse into the Finnish culture and lifestyle gave birth to the 
idea behind the Marimekko for Target collaboration: two iconic 
brands joining forces to create the feeling of an eternal summer 
and carefree outdoor living by ofering items that bring people 
together and encourage them to play. 

Did the collaboration surprise consumers? 
Te limited-edition collection attracted great interest among 

the media and consumers alike in the United States and Finland. 

How would you compare the values of Marimekko and Target? Do 
values matter when Marimekko chooses a partner and if so, how? 

Regardless of what we do, everything must be and happen in 
accordance with our values. 

Were you looking for new markets with the cooperation? Distribu-
tion channels? Or new target groups? Something else? 

Marimekko, traditionally, has deep roots in the US market, 
and we are now focusing on building our brand recognition 
among new generations. Te wide visibility from the partner-
ship with Target gave us a good basis for expanding our recogni-
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tion and strengthened the foundation from which we continue 
to build our brand awareness in the long term, especially in the 
North American market. 

Who was involved in the process within the companies? What was 
Marimekko’s role and what was implemented by the partner? 

Te whole project started when the Target team travelled to 
Helsinki to visit Marimekko’s headquarters. We spent several 
days building up the partnership and getting inspiration for the 
upcoming collection from the four seasons in Finland and, of 
course, from Marimekko’s prints and colours. 

Both the Target and Marimekko teams were heavily involved 
in the design process. 

How was the marketing campaign for the brand collaboration 
executed and what role did both parties have? 

Target led the partnership marketing, which included social, 
digital, print, and broadcast campaigns, as well as a consumer-
oriented launch event on the High Line in New York City. 

How did consumers react to the brand collaboration? 
Te limited-edition collection attracted great interest among 

the media and consumers alike in the United States and Finland. 
On launch day we saw a lot of excitement from Target guests. 

What was the impact of the collaboration on Marimekko’s brand 
value? Has this been measured? 

Te wide visibility from the partnership with Target gave us a 
good basis for expanding our recognition and strengthened the 
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foundation from which we continue to build our brand aware-
ness in the long term, especially in the North American market. 

Does Marimekko do other brand collaboration projects, and if so, 
what is the biggest beneft of these? What about negatives? Are brand 
collaborations part of a marketing strategy or just an occasional 
activity? 

Selected brand collaborations are part of Marimekko’s business 
model. 

Describe the brand collaboration process. In short, what steps did the 
cooperation involve? 

Te Target design team worked hand-in-hand with the 
Marimekko team on everything from concept inspiration to 
fnal designs. 

analysis 

In terms of types of mash-ups, this case represents a product-
based collaboration. For Marimekko this collaboration must 
have been a big step in terms of strengthening their foothold in 
the North American market, as well as in fnding a new customer 
segment. Although Marimekko must have had clear views on 
designs, especially when it comes to prints, the collection was 
developed in cooperation with the distributor. 

For Marimekko this partnership ofered clear benefts, as they 
likely benefted from Target’s experience, including the collab-
orative process. But was this collaboration necessary for Target? 
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Perhaps less so, but at least it ofered a new type of Nordic 
collection to their customers and a campaign time-frame that 
extended beyond their typical collaborations. Previous collab-
orative partners (well-known brands) for Target had obviously 
already secured strong positions in the North American market, 
and their items sold more quickly than Target originally thought 
– and faster than the Marimekko for Target collection. 

Perhaps Target was not exactly the right kind of partner for 
Marimekko price-wise: Marimekko’s items are usually more 
expensive than what is sold at Target. A partner in a more 
premium segment would have perhaps been a better match. 
Tere is a fne line between how consumers perceive the brand 
after collaborations like these. After this collaboration, could the 
brand manage to switch categories in consumers’ minds? 





 
 

brand heritage and 
luxury products: 

mash-ups meet tradition 
Brands have a life cycle and are practically living entities. 
Consumers have early memories of their experiences with 
diferent brands, and these afect the consumers’ psychological 
perception, or image, of the brand – much as one might consider 
another person a friend, an acquaintance, a colleague, or a foe, 
or may simply feel indiferent toward them. In other words, a 
consumer’s relationship with a brand goes through diferent 
stages: it may be strong, fading, or even non-existent. 

If a company decides to revive an old brand, it should always 
consider the fact that consumers may have strong brand associa-
tions from the brand’s earlier history. Tese associations could 
be so strong that they afect how the consumer experiences the 
brand, even if there has been a change of visuals, values, and 
of marketing and overall communication practises (meaning 
the totality of the eforts to communicate a brand’s qualities). 
Te current version of the Apple brand, for example, has almost 
nothing to do with the original Apple Computer Company 
brand founded in 1976. 
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In creating mash-ups, we have to understand the power of 
brand heritage and how difcult it can be to destroy the asso-
ciations with a brand if one brand in a mash-up is too strongly 
represented. In any collaboration one must consider the balance 
between the brands and their associations. 

Ten again, legacy companies with deep brand heritage like 
Louis Vuitton have succeeded in maintaining the same kinds of 
association in people’s minds for hundreds of years. One could 
say that the company has succeeded in closing the gap between 
brand identity and brand image in a short time frame, which 
was not necessarily the case with Apple (although the situation 
with Apple is completely diferent today). 

Louis Vuitton’s strategy from the very beginning was to create a 
luxury brand, and they have not even attempted to try to please 
the masses or radically renew the brand. Tis is the so-called 
luxury paradox, in which better turnover is made possible by 
keeping the production at the same level and by using marketing 
tools to uphold the dream of a luxurious lifestyle (through 
pricing and advertising). 

Typical to the luxury strategy is that one seldom sells function-
ality unless selling a luxury car like Tesla, never even mentioning 
the price. Brands can attract consumers by selling those dreams. 
Tere exists in this genre something called the “snob efect,” 
the aim of which is to create a desire for expensive and unique 
products or services. In the case of many luxury products today, 
consumers buy these for social desirability and in some cases 
to demonstrate sustainable living choices. Many highly prized 
electric cars are good examples of this. Te goal is to encourage 
ecologically sustainable consumer behaviour where social infu-
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ence, habit formation, individual self, feelings, and tangibility 
all play a role. 

Nevertheless, what happens to luxury in the digital era? 
According to professor and brand expert Jean-Noel Kapferer, it is 
interesting to compare how luxury businesses are operated with 
how digital businesses are run. Today, the culture of consump-
tion is predominantly “click-and-buy,” meaning a shopper can 
get their hands on a product or service whenever they need or 
want it. 

One of the key traits of a successful luxury business, however, is 
the creation of desire: a consumer can never obtain their product 
immediately, nor directly. In luxury businesses, one applies a 
model of obstacles that includes waiting time, a higher price, 
and a distribution channel where every step is controlled by the 
luxury brand. Tese obstacles are now vanishing in the digital 
context, and at a frst glance this could be an obstacle for a brand 
mash-up, one in which the other brand is a luxury brand. 

Technology is developing continuously and rapidly, and prod-
ucts and services are released at a point when the technology 
is always undergoing improvements, updates, and refnements. 
Porsche traditionally sells a product that rolls out of the show-
room with zero problems, but it is becoming clear that more and 
more cars are becoming computerised and thus require constant 
updates and specialised service and expertise. 

Do we therefore require new perspectives on the luxury 
customer when selling products and services that rely on tech-
nological development? Do we need a new view of luxury 
consumption when talking about brand mash-ups? 
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luxury brands and heritage 

Many luxury brands provide an easy, experimental base for 
brand mash-ups because the brand identity and brand image are 
quite often rather identical to start with. Tis is the result of the 
work that has been ongoing for many years, the focus of which 
has been to bridge the gap between brand identity and brand 
image (as described earlier in the section about branding). Louis 
Vuitton’s image has succeeded in keeping the same kind of asso-
ciation in people’s minds for hundreds of years. 

Te focus is shifting to consumers more and more, and today 
it may not be so easy to continue attempting to close the gap 
between brand identity and image. Situations may change 
quickly due to ever-evolving trends and movements on social 
media. Even brands with heritage and high brand value are 
looking for new ways to brand: as mentioned, Louis Vuitton 
collaborated with street brand Supreme, which has quickly 
become one of the most popular brands in the world for youth. 

When we conducted a branding exercise with high school 
students, they imagined that no matter which brands Supreme 
collaborates with, the resultant mash-up would be a success. 
Tey also came up with the idea to combine Gucci, which has 
lately become a huge success among youth, with one of the 
most valuable brands, Apple. In the ideal collaboration, Gucci 
would provide Apple with covers for their phones. Tis would, 
according to these students, sell like crazy! Tis is another theo-
retical example combining a luxury brand (with heritage) with 
one of the most valuable brands. 

One example of a company with strong brand heritage is the 
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example in this book of British Royal Horticultural Society. Te 
company has collaborated with another classic brand, Wedg-
wood, known for its fne tableware, as an example of leveraging 
the heritage of two companies that share the same vision. (Te 
Wedgwood-RHS partnership is described in more detail on 
pages 83-86.) 

BMW and Louis Vuitton teamed up on specially designed 
luggage, including four pieces suited superfcially for BMW’s 
i8 model. Style and quality are common values for both of 
these brands, and both have very strong brand heritage and the 
same kind of target audiences. Te luggage design and appear-
ance are said to ft BMW’s image of being sleek, masculine, and 
high quality. Te companies have combined their budgets and 
marketing outlets. Tis prime example of a mash-up shows that 
it’s not only about products but also about channels. 

Brands with deep heritage may be struggling lately in some 
specifc markets due to changing consumer needs. Collabora-
tions have provided a way to renew such brands through sophis-
ticated and innovative reimaginations. Luxury or premium 
brands like Louis Vuitton have introduced collaborations with 
brands especially attractive to centennials in European markets 
and have thus seen a new kind of boom. Louis Vuitton’s brand 
value has risen signifcantly in a recent year. Michael Kors in the 
US just announced the acquisition of shoe brand Jimmy Choo 
from London for $1.2 billion. Jimmy Choo is a trend leader and 
has the scale, while Michael Kors has the heritage. 

American Coach has undertaken an acquisition strategy for 
collaborations and has thus bought American handbag and 
accessories company Kate Spade. Tese two brands have prod-
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ucts in the same price range and with acquisition are likely to 
catch a bigger share of the market, especially among millennials. 
(Later on, we heard that the acquisition proved to be challenging 
for Coach as Kate Spade was very much relying on online clear-
ance sales, unlike Coach.) 

Looking at these collaborations, one must ask again, how 
important the strict brand identity is for the companies today. 
It could be enough to get the basics right when building your 
company’s identity, because trends and consumers may force the 
identity to undergo a quick modifcation. Also, one may ask, 
“What kind of strategy is best for collaborations?” Coach and 
Michael Kors are probably aiming to build a house of brands 
through acquisitions instead of choosing a mash-up campaign. 
Whatever the strategy is, it should be noted that the companies’ 
distinct operational methods should be carefully analysed. 

As well, a new type of luxury is emerging, one based on the 
fact that people are looking for more authentic and ecologically 
minded brands or brand experiences. Tese are usually brands 
that do not necessarily have heritage like many traditional luxury 
brands. Typically, many brands that upcycle materials provide 
benefts like reuse, which may become more important values 
for consumers. Tese types of brands could collaborate with 
recycling companies, for example, or could provide branded 
experiences like nature trips and collaborations with travel agen-
cies or equipment providers. 



 case study: 
wedgwood–rhs 

We interviewed Wedgwood’s Communications Department in 
the UK about their collaboration with the Royal Horticultural 
Society (RHS), an example of a heritage-based mash-up. 

Wedgwood and the Royal Horticultural Society have shared the 
same roots since John Wedgwood, who had an extensive interest 
in botany and horticulture, founded the RHS in 1804. John 
Wedgwood (1766–1844) was the eldest son of famous English 
potter and entrepreneur Josiah Wedgwood, who founded Wedg-
wood in 1759. Te partnership started in 2017, when the RHS 
approached Wedgwood, and continues in 2018. As part of the 
partnership with the RHS, this year Wedgwood will launch 
its very frst RHS Chelsea exhibition garden, the Wedgwood 
Garden. Te reunion of Wedgwood and the RHS is not only the 
coming together of two British icons that share the same past, 
but a unifcation of two who share a similar vision for the future: 
to enrich people’s lives by celebrating nature, championing 
sustainability, and creating healthier and happier communities. 
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Sue Biggs, Director of RHS, comments on the partnership at 
the time of the 2017 launch: “John Wedgwood frst came up 
with the idea for the RHS in 1801, suggesting a horticultural 
society in a letter to one of George III’s head gardeners – little 
did he know how far-reaching his idea would become! We feel 
that Wedgwood is an ideal ft for the RHS and are delighted to 
renew our historic links with Wedgwood through this important 
and exciting partnership.” 

Christian Bachler, SVP, Head of English & Crystal Living 
Division at Wedgwood, comments on the 2018 partnership: “Jo 
Tompson has captured Wedgwood’s core values of innovation, 
design, and craftsmanship for the inaugural Wedgwood Garden, 
RHS Chelsea Flower Show 2018. We are looking forward to 
seeing the visitor’s reactions to this phenomenal design. Te 
Wedgwood Garden highlights how excited we are to continue 
our celebration of joint heritage with the Royal Horticultural 
Society, with the founding of the RHS by John Wedgwood, 
Josiah Wedgwood’s son, in 1804.” 

Tese companies share the same vision, ideology, aspirations 
and audiences. Both believe in enhancing everyday life. Tis 
partnership is a milestone for Wedgwood, helping it to evolve 
into a premium British lifestyle brand. Wedgwood will engage 
global audiences with new experiences in an authentic and unex-
pected way, bringing to life its vision to enrich people’s lives by 
celebrating nature and championing sustainability. 

Te Wedgwood marketing departments have taken the lead 
role in launching this collaboration, which took less than six 
months, and it has been a great collaboration involving all the 
Wedgwood and RHS departments, from product design and 
manufacturing to licensing and marketing. 
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Wedgwood and the RHS are working in collaboration across 
all areas; this partnership will last three years. Wedgwood’s frst 
initiative within this new partnership was the Wedgwood Tea 
Conservatory at the RHS Chelsea Flower Show, an updated 
tea experience meant to attract millennials. Wedgwood’s frst 
global tea curator, Bernadine Tay, designed a range of innova-
tive, bespoke tea blends for Wedgwood, as well as a tea pairing 
menu all inspired by the new Wedgwood Wonderlust collection. 
To take the experience home, people can also purchase a selected 
range of Wedgwood products, including signature teas. 

So far, the collaboration has received a tremendous response. 
Tere is little knowledge of the fact that John Wedgwood 
founded the RHS, and this point has sparked people’s imagi-
nation. Tere is genuine intrigue as to what the companies are 
planning and launching. Te project went live at RHS Chelsea 
on 22 May, 2017. In 2018 the partnership will be visible at three 
fower shows, and Wedgwood will be launching their key collec-
tions under the heading “Bringing Nature Into Your Home.” 

Te products developed alongside the partnership provide 
the true omnichannel approach, meaning a fully orchestrated 
strategy across all available platforms and consumer touchpoints 
– from traditional retail stores to online shopping to experiential 
retail outlets – to create consumer engagement with a brand. 

Wedgwood is part of the Fiskars (Finland) portfolio, which 
serves consumers and customers around the world with globally 
recognised brands such as Gerber, Iittala, Royal Copenhagen, 
and Waterford. 
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analysis 

Unlike many collaborations described in this book, this is 
a collaboration related to brands that are obviously very well 
known locally, in England (especially the RHS). What is diferent 
about this collaboration is the fact the both of the brands share 
the same kind of roots, so the inspiration emerges from their 
shared history. 

Tis is an example of product-based mash-up in which a new 
kind of Wedgwood garden was created according to values of 
nature, including physical products. We can say this is a good 
ft between the brands, which share the same roots and prob-
ably thus share the consumers of Wedgwood products – and 
likely are those who enjoy the RHS fower shows as well. For 
Wedgwood this likely helped lift the brand locally and extend 
the brand experience beyond products into nature experiences. 

For RHS this collaboration must have been more value-based, 
serving as a historical reminder. What is fascinating about this 
collaboration is that it is an example of a long-term coopera-
tion rather than campaign based, and we can already see this as 
an enduring collaboration that takes diferent forms, whether 
collections or garden designs. Brand mash-ups that are longer-
term usually generate steadier revenues. As well, the time between 
agreement and launch took only six months, which proves that 
mash-ups can be executed rather quickly. It is too early to say 
what the outcome of this mash-up will be. 



 brand value 
measurements 

For many companies, mash-ups are ways to increase brand value 
and take important strategic steps. In this chapter we focus on 
how to measure brand value. We also consider how the unifca-
tion of two brands afects brand value. Before that, however, let 
us look at the world’s most valuable brands. 

As of the writing of this book in 2018, Apple is the most 
valuable brand in the world, at an estimated $214.5 billion, 
according to brand consultancy frm Interbrand. Google is in 
the second slot with a value of $155.5 billion, while Amazon 
sits in third at $100.8 billion. In a mash-up situation, one might 
imagine that the brand value would double if two powerful 
brands were to unite, or there would at least be an increase in 
value. If Apple and Google were to merge, the brand value of 
Apple (and Google) would increase signifcantly. It is, of course, 
possible that if the brand mash-up were unsuccessful, the brand 
value would decrease, although it is unlikely. Just like in mergers 
and acquisitions, when due diligence is implemented, the brand 
value elements of mash-ups should be analysed as well. We call 
this method “Brand Due Diligence.” 
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measuring brand equity 

Global market research and a consulting frm IPSOS uses “the 
latest thinking in neuroscience and behavioural psychology 
with a validated market approach and clear actions that lead to 
brand growth.” Te version for measuring brand equity ofered 
by Young and Rubicam, another global strategic consultancy, is 
known as the “brand asset valuator,” or BAV. Te BAV measures 
brand vitality and brand stature annually. Another well-known 
brand equity measure is presented by the International Organi-
zation for Standardization’s proposed specifcation ISO 10668, 
which concentrates on measuring brand value from a fnancial, 
legal, and behavioural perspective, difering to some extent from 
most other brand value measurements. 

One of the most well-known concepts when it comes to the 
value of brands is brand equity, which is when the focus is on the 
connection to customers’ minds. At the same time, brand equity 
also shifts its focus from products and services to the perception 
of brand names. One of the most cited brand equity models, 
the customer-based Brand Equity Model, focuses strongly on 
the communicative processes of a company and suggests that 
the most important thing in brand equity creation is to assess 
how customers think and feel about your brand (as explained by 
Kevin Lane Keller in his article “Conceptualizing, Measuring, 
and Managing Customer-Based Brand Equity”). Tis is the core 
of all contemporary marketing eforts, and today the focus lies 
even more on value co-creation. 

Social media enhances discussion of brands, as well as brand 
advocacy, even if these processes are more connected to products 
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or services. Social media is, in other words, a perfect tool for 
brand engagement, which is crucial to brand equity. 

brand due diligence and brand value 

Let us start with a single company. Brand value estimates are 
already part of the typical due diligence process and, in fact, 
if a company is a listed company and thus following Interna-
tional Financial Reporting Standards, one is required to conduct 
a post-acquisition brand valuation. To prepare for this prior to 
acquisition by conducting a Brand Due Diligence analysis makes 
sense, because one can downsize the risks related to a brand. 

Brand value can be defned in many ways, but there is no 
standard and agreed-upon defnition. Te challenge in defning 
brand value is that it is not completely measurable but rather 
quite psychological, existing in people’s minds. 

Usually, when we talk about company value we talk about 
the fnancials and how much someone is willing to pay for the 
company were it for sale. Brand value should always be consid-
ered part of a company’s value. Even when measuring company 
value, it is not a straightforward process but requires some esti-
mates, such as the competences of its team. Proft margins and 
market share are distinct numerical values, and brand certainly 
has an efect on these values. Most commonly, however, brand 
value is based on qualitative measures like prestige. 

Due diligence is the process through which a potential acquirer 
evaluates a target company or its assets for an acquisition. Te 
theory behind due diligence holds that performing this type of 
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investigation contributes signifcantly to informed decision-
making by enhancing the amount and quality of information 
available to decision-makers and by ensuring that this informa-
tion is systematically used to deliberate in a refexive manner on 
the decision at hand and all inherent costs, benefts, and risks. 

Brand awareness can be a good measurement when a company 
wants to understand how many people actually recognise the 
brand. Tis can be done by using diferent surveying methods. 
(We are not delving into the measuring of brand awareness in 
this book but assume that readymade value models like these are 
sorted out before a mash-up analysis takes place). 

Brand value can also mean its attractiveness over other brands, 
as Seth Godin describes here: 

“A brand’s value is merely the sum total of how much extra 
people will pay, or how often they choose, the expectations, 
memories, stories, and relationships of one brand over the alter-
natives.” 

Tink about Lego. If it not for Star Wars, consumers probably 
would not pay as much for original Legos as for Lego Star Wars 
toys. Lego is currently one of the fastest-growing brands and has 
been able to renew itself several times through partnerships and 
innovation. It is important to also look at the growth rates of the 
brands in addition to annual brand values. Amazon is another 
brand that has very high brand value growth at 56% (as reported 
in Interbrand’s 2018 report). 

Te most-known brand value model is Interbrand’s model for 
brand valuation, which includes fnancial data and projections 
of the company, as well as tangible assets. Interbrand associates 
brand value with company growth and lists internal and external 
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factors essential for growth and for being considered one of the 
best global brands. Internal factors include clarity, governance, 
commitment, and responsiveness. External factors include 
authenticity, diferentiation, relevance, consistency, engagement, 
and presence. Put simply, the model brings together market, 
brand, competitor, and fnancial data. 

During the Brand Due Diligence process, brand value elements 
are analysed by combining diferent methods available on the 
market and as described above. Sometimes, one needs to work 
with the current available data and use quantitative methods 
to come up with the total brand value. As mentioned earlier, 
just like defning a company value, defning a brand value is in 
most cases based on qualitative data. Tis means that the process 
will always require a gut-feeling analysis of how the brand is 
positioned in people’s minds – and that does not mean merely 
customers but the general public. 

A brand mash-up could be used in business-to-business envi-
ronment as well; then it’s just about bringing together these 
two packages of brand diligence results. Te good thing is that 
these brands that are coming together have developed their value 
over time and are already developed, although they may be at 
diferent stages. 

Tere is no need to start building your brand from scratch 
using diferent brand-building methods, as a mash-up creates 
ready-made and polished brands that have already gone through 
the various stages of market testing. Further, brands have usually 
already been registered and legal matters have been addressed. A 
brand mash-up can be a way to get your brand onto Interbrand’s 
most valuable brands list! 
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Brand Due Diligence is simply good conduct, independent 
of whether or not you will retain your partner’s brand name in 
the new product. We also suggest cultural issues be taken into 
account, in addition to behavioural, fnancial, and legal aspects. 
Brand Due Diligence will also reveal any inherent challenges or 
difculties before you commit your company to a mash-up. 

It is also useful to consider how your brand value will develop 
over time; especially once the mash-up has been launched, so we 
suggest you conduct a Brand Due Diligence at least once a year. 

iso standard for brand value measurement 

Although Interbrand’s model is commonly used, there have 
lately been eforts by International Organization for Standard-
ization to create an ISO standard, ISO 10668, for brand value 
measurement. Fourteen countries, including Germany, Austria, 
Australia, Bulgaria, China, Finland, France, Japan, Luxembourg, 
the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, the UK, and South Korea have 
committed to making brand value a standard. ISO 10668’s value 
areas are economic, behavioural, and legal. Te contents of the 
standard are available from ISO national member institutes. 

A negative brand value is a possibility, the cause of which is 
usually negative publicity that has had a direct impact on brand 
reputation. A mash-up could be a solution for reversing such a 
negative brand value. Tis would require the company to ofer 
something valuable to its partner company. A brand mash-up 
should always be a win-win situation for both. Still, it’s rare that a 
failed mash-up decreases the previous value of the brands involved. 

What happens when a company decides to mash-up brands? An 
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agreement of ownership of the brand is essential for protecting 
both parties. Usually, a brand mash-up allows each company 
to retain the legal ownership of their brand. It appears when a 
company may be undergoing acquisitions or two companies are 
discussing a merger. Tis kind of approach is also needed when 
two brands are brought together, whether a brand is acquired 
or not. A brand mash-up could take the form of a partnership 
while still keeping the brands legally separate and owned by their 
respective companies, and this kind of partnership may have 
a positive efect on potential partner companies’ brand value. 
Some basic tips when doing brand mash-ups: 

◊ Make sure you have protected trademarks for both brands. 
◊ Use a trademark (™) or registered trademark (®) sign 

with brand names if possible. 
◊ Determine the use of trademarks in a separate contract 

with the partner company. 
◊ If you are developing a completely new product in the 

form of an R&D partnership, fle a patent applica-
tion. Meanwhile, be sure to document any commercial 
appearances of the brand names. 

different partnership situations and brand due diligence 

We have listed here the most common approaches for partnerships: 
1. Mergers & Acquisitions 

Example: Michael Kors–Jimmy Choo; BMW– 
DriveNow. Tese are typically part of long-term strat-
egies and can be part of a house of brands strategy or 
actual brand mash-ups. 
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2. R&D and brand partnership 
Example: Lego–Star Wars, Apple Nike+: mash-up. 

3. R&D or innovation partnership 
A totally new brand will be created based on two 
existing brands. 
Example: Finnish jewellery brand Kalevala Koru 
joined with safety device manufacturer Biisafe for 
a partnership that became Kalevala Buddy, a smart 
jewellery mash-up. 

4. Completely digital mash-up 
New brands created by utilising large amounts of data 
and artifcial intelligence: mash-up. 

In case 1. Strong efect on company and brand value. A 
complete Brand Due Diligence, especially the fnancial aspects, 
is recommended. 

In case 2. Basic Brand Due Diligence is recommended, 
focusing on basic fnancial, behavioural, qualitative, cultural, 
and legal aspects. 

In case 3: Basic Brand Due Diligence is recommended, 
focusing on behavioural, qualitative, cultural, and legal aspects. 

Brand Due Diligence includes analysing the brand value of 
both companies – weighing the economic, behavioural, and 
legal aspects. A standardised method is especially used when 
the company is listed and considering a merger or acquisition. 
Usually, this is done by analysing the brand of the company to 
be acquired. A company that is acquiring another company is 
responsible for performing Brand Due Diligence. If the company 
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is not listed on the stock exchange, it is still recommended to 
conduct a Brand Due Diligence to reduce risk toward customer 
acceptance (and for legal reasons it might be required down the 
road). 

Consultants are able to conduct Brand Due Diligence for your 
company, depending on what kind of Brand Due Diligence is 
needed. 

In the case of a start-up, the brand value can be measured by 
how much traction there is for the company. Tis could mean 
the number of users or social engagement. Te success of a start-
up brand is measured many times by the company value and the 
amount of capital raised. 





interacting with brands 
Today, you can interact with brands through artifcial intelli-
gent agents. US-based health food chain Whole Foods is already 
communicating with their customers this way on Facebook. 
Users can search for recipes by entering some keywords, and 
the agent will generate some options. Whole Foods carries, and 
therefore represents, various high-quality brands whose prod-
ucts are then mentioned or recommended for use in the recipes 
it generates. Whole Foods is assisting – and delighting – their 
customers with not only high-quality ingredients but with these 
additional services. 

Brands aim to create a customer experience that not only 
evokes emotions but also develops trust by standing for certain 
values that the customer expects or is seeking. In the process of 
creating diferent experiences, brands have relied on a certain 
logotype with well-thought-out colours and design elements. 
Te brand visuals are usually connected with adequate adver-
tising and spokespersons, such as in the recent case of Nike and 
Colin Kaepernick. 
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In the past, decisions on how to brand have mostly focused 
on selecting the right channels and communication in the phys-
ical space. Earlier, customer interaction with brands were about 
tangibles, but when brands are digitised and therefore exist 
in another reality, the interaction is slightly diferent, as is the 
customer experience. 

We have to consider that mash-ups will most likely create 
some interaction in augmented and virtual realities, with brands 
appearing in immersive digital environments that may ofer the 
possibility to make in-app purchases. 

mash-ups within an augmented reality 
Katie Salen and Eric Zimmerman present four modes of inter-
activity in their book Rules of Play, and we present these modes 
as adapted by Galit Ariel to ft into the general modes of inter-
action: Functional Interactivity, Explicit Interactivity, Cognitive 
Interactivity, and Beyond-the-Object Interactivity. 

In the brand mash-up context, functional interactivity refers 
to interaction with both physical and virtual brands and compo-
nents of feedback. Brand mash-ups aim to create an experience 
through a story or narrative. All the actions and reactions, as 
well as decision-making based on this narrative, are defned as 
explicit interactivity. Brand mash-ups also evoke emotions and 
seek to create bonds with the customer; this is called cognitive 
interactivity. Whenever a surprising, magical interaction occurs 
– when customers experience something that was not planned 
and the experience exceeds expectations – we use the concept 
“beyond-the-object interactivity.” 
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Tese four interactions help the brand mash-up developer in 
creating the most adequate interaction scheme for the brand, 
one that is not only available in reality but also in the virtual 
world, i.e., augmented reality. Let us say that we have a game 
where brands are placed within the game; interaction, then, is 
happening in a playful setting in an augmented reality. 

brand mash-ups create customer delight 
Customer delight directly afects the bottom line, as customers 
will be recommending the product or service to others and are 
most likely to make repeat purchases. When you earn more loyal 
customers, your marketing becomes easier, as it is well known 
that more efort is required to acquire new customers compared 
to maintaining the current customer base. Customer delight 
usually occurs at the end of the buying process but can also 
happen pre-purchase and along the journey while interacting 
with the brand. 

All of these actions increase the brand value of the company. 
Mash-ups provide an opportunity to bring consumers surprise 
and delight by adding something extra to the current ofering. 
It can mean new kinds of experiences that are not possible with 
the current brand ofering. 

All this requires the right kind of culture and people employed 
to interact with customers. Whether it is ofine, such as in a 
physical store, or in an online shop, communication with an 
empathetic vibe is key to evoking true customer delight. To 
make this happen, companies should make sure that they have 
the right kind of representatives, ones who are as excited about 
brand collaboration as consumers are. 





tools and models 
for mash-ups 

Brands are born within a complex reality of encounters in 
diferent networks. To fnd the best methods for creating new 
brand mash-ups, we simply have to understand these complex 
encounters and how experience and associations with brands are 
born. We still believe in brands and branding, even if there is a 
constant fux of meanings and identities that diferent realities 
propose to us, be they augmented (online), virtual (in separate 
but self-contained digital environments), or in a physical loca-
tion. 

Today, we can easily describe two brands that create a new 
meaning as a mash-up. In a time of accelerated changes in the 
area of brand development, brand meaning will also change more 
quickly, and we have to consider this with the brand tools we 
use. Tat is why we suggest that the Brand Mash-Up Canvas be 
used in conjunction with our canvas in order to locate diferent 
touchpoints along the consumer journey. (More about this in 
the next chapter/paragraph.) 
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investigating a brand’s dna 

Earlier in this book, we mentioned the importance of brand 
DNA. To understand the techniques involved with creating 
brand mash-ups, we need an understanding of the brand’s 
DNA, or its core makeup (see Chapman & Tulien, 2010). Te 
following processes and concepts are part of that makeup. 

A brand creates impressions, it evokes an emotional bond with 
people, and it stands for consistency and defned values. A brand 
can possess its own history and heritage. A brand has a life cycle, 
which is determined by both brand owners and customers. 
While a brand has an identity defned by the brand owner, a 
brand’s image is created in customers’ minds. To mash-up two 
or even several brands, we have to determine the DNA of the 
brands involved. 

As in human DNA, brand DNA consists of information from 
four bases (in human DNA it consists of chemical bases). Tese 
bases are the concepts mentioned above: Values (value and iden-
tity), Consistency (communication), Heritage (history), and 
Impressions (image). Tese concepts should be analysed before 
creating the mash-up. Humans are 99% similar DNA-wise, but 
brand DNA should contain more distinctive features. 

To create a winning brand mash-up, both brand owners should 
frst describe their brand architecture strategy (are they aiming 
to add an endorsed brand, add a brand to their house of brands, 
or are they aiming to have a branded house?). In determining 
such an architecture, both brand owners will be able to nego-
tiate which brand will be the stronger in the mash-up or, if this 
is to be an entirely new brand, one that is not connected to 
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either brand owner. Tis could be the case with new services or 
a product creation. 

Te decisions about the brand architecture will serve as the 
basis for analysing the mash-up process as well as for creating the 
necessary consumer associations connected with the mash-up. 

defining brand architecture 

If you have several brands, you have to decide how the mash-up 
relates to your brand architecture. If you have a house of brands, 
it is easier to ft in a new brand, but if your strategy is to use a 
branded house, the negotiation with the other brand owner is 
diferent. With a branded house strategy, the brand owner will 
probably see the brand mash-up more as a functionality that is 
added to its brand. Both brand owners could also subscribe to 
the same brand architecture strategy and see the brand mash-up 
as a part of a portfolio of hybrid brands or see their partner 
brand as a brand endorser. As mentioned earlier, we usually see 
brand mash-ups as short-term campaigns. 

Another important concept to consider is brand identity, which 
in brief defnes how the brand owner wants the consumers or 
customers to see its brand. 

understanding your brand’s identity 

Going deeper into brand DNA, we will use David Aaker’s classic 
model to identify brand identity. We suggest that in the canvas, 
one concentrates on the following part of Aaker’s model: 
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◊ Brand as a product (product scope, product attributes, 
quality/value, uses, users, country of origin). When 
mashing up two brands, one may easily focus solely on 
this part of the identity. Tis is obvious, as brands are 
often too abstract to grasp. 

◊ Brand as an organisation (organisational attributes, 
local versus global). In our model we allocate this part 
to its own concept, and as such it is not included in 
brand identity. We emphasise the organisational culture 
in the mash-up-process. 

◊ Brand as a person (brand personality, brand-customer 
relationships). It is important to fgure out the person-
ality of the brand. Are the brands, for example, sporty, 
aggressive, humorous, young, romantic, or something 
else? Te brand-customer relationships are born and 
nurtured through the use of the Mash-up Interaction 
Wheel. Te wheel combines the customer relationship 
life cycle with the brand touchpoint wheel, as well as 
the customer-dominant logic in a service context. 

◊ Brand as a symbol (visual imagery/metaphors and 
brand heritage). Students presented their mash-ups 
with videos and/or pictures. Te mash-up was always 
presented as a visual narrative, and we truly recom-
mend this way of presenting a “visual prototype.” In 
our frst canvas, we had brand heritage as a diferent 
block, but we realised that it is better to include it in 
the discussion about brand identity. It is crucial to 
consider a brand’s heritage, because it will afect your 
brand mash-up strategy. Please read more about the 
brand heritage concept on pages 12-13. 
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understanding a brand’s image 

Brand image is the consumers thoughts and feelings about 
brands. Te brand owner can decide what brand identity they 
want to create, but they can never be sure how their customers 
will interpret the result of those branding activities. To be able to 
create a brand mash-up, it is crucial to research and investigate 
such potential interpretations. Brand owners should be aware of 
all the moments, even micro-moments, when customers are in 
touch with their brand and what impressions and associations 
these create. Such analysis may seem like mission impossible, 
but diferent tools for measuring brand awareness and associa-
tion can make it feasible. 

defining a brand’s worth 
Brand equity can be defned as “the marketing and fnancial 
values linked with a brand’s strength in the market, including 
actual proprietary brand assets, brand name awareness, brand 
loyalty, perceived brand quality, and brand associations.” (Pride 
& Ferrell, 2003) In any situation where a brand is changing 
owners or cooperating with another brand (be it a mash-up or 
in joint marketing), one must analyse the brand’s worth using an 
appropriate tool for this fnancial endeavour. 

For a start-up collaboration with larger company or a product 
mash-up, market size and potential should be estimated in addi-
tion to the steps described above. Tere should be an under-
standing, especially in the case of innovations, what problem or 
need the product or service is solving. 
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Typically, a start-up mashes its brand with an established brand 
that has already built credibility in the marketplace. A result can 
be an innovation bearing a new brand name or a combination of 
both companies’ brand names; the company with the stronger 
brand value often keeps its brand name and the start-up needs to 
give up its brand name. For a start-up the benefts of a mash-up 
usually include much-larger distribution channels, sharing 
of resources, and a marked increase in sales. Additionally, for 
established brands a Brand Due Diligence exercise, explained 
on pages 89-92, is recommended. Further, for all mash-ups an 
agreement on common goals and efectiveness measures should 
be hammered out. 

Te brand owner should also thoroughly analyse its brand 
value through a tried-and-true valuation instrument, such as the 
ISO 10668. In order to understand the values connected with 
the brand, or the soul of the brand, the brand owners should 
consider the brand’s heritage and how it afects the consumer’s 
image of the brand. Te associations born during the life cycle of 
the brand will afect future associations, which is why a brand’s 
heritage should be considered when creating the mash-up, espe-
cially if the owners want to erase earlier memories (such as with 
the example of Apple). 

some words about our brand mash-up pilots 

We have co-created and developed the Brand Mash-Up Canvas 
tool (see picture on page 107), with 120 master’s degree students 
(divided into four groups) in the MBA Growth Leadership 
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programme at Laurea University of Applied Sciences in Finland. 
Most of the students are professionals working full time, so they 
have experience with how brand-building works in practise 
and in the companies they work for. Te concepts in the Brand 
Mash-Up Canvas were introduced in the preceding chapters. 

Te frst time the brand mash-up was introduced, in year 
2015, students analysed brands that were addressing a target 
group they were interested in. During the next step, within the 
brand-mashup phase, students created a connection between two 
brands they had chosen and described their collaboration. Te 
frst time we aimed at being acquainted with this technique and 
the idea of further developing the technique of brand-mashups 
was born. 

Te second time we tested the mash-up technique, in 2016, we 
used a well-known traditional Finnish design brand that wanted 
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to add a technological element in order to rejuvenate its brand 
image. Te students were instructed to go through diferent 
brands that might be suitable to connect with the known, older 
brand and create a new ofering with a new brand name. Te 
combinations were astonishing and innovative and showed that 
by using existing brands and technology, the frst steps of brand 
building occurred more rapidly than we thought. Te students 
learned how to create diferent innovative mash-up product 
development combinations for a well-known Finnish consumer 
brand. Applying new technologies, students could discover both 
innovative established brands and start-up brands to combine. At 
the same time, they learned to come up with new brand names 
for mash-ups. Tey then refected upon the brand values of the 
two brands and revealed the new mash-up in a video advertise-
ment. Tese mash-ups were more about connecting new, inno-
vative, and fresh functionalities with a legacy brand bearing deep 
heritage. 

One problem was that technological feature was typically not 
represented by a known brand but rather by a start-up, and it 
would never reach a strong brand value on its own if it were 
not connected to a well-known brand. Or on the other hand, 
the process of brand-building would be slower. In other words, 
it would be necessary to negotiate how the brands would be 
portrayed in a new mash-up. Would the mash-up be a totally 
new brand or should it be an endorsed brand? For the new 
mash-up products, the Finnish brand decided to use their own 
brand name and combine it with a new brand name that was not 
associated with a start-up (illustrated in the “Brandstorming” 
chapter). In mashing up two brands, strategic discussion is 
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mandatory: both brand owners should analyse their brands 
before negotiating how the mash-up will materialise. 

Te third time, in a co-creation session in 2017, we used 
more thorough brand concepts for the master’s programme 
students to consider when analysing the brands; these concepts 
are presented in our Brand Mash-Up Canvas. In this phase, the 
ideas were innovative and even hilarious but we missed the inter-
action with the customer. In the fourth co-creation session, in 
2018, Te Brand Mash-Up Canvas  was introduced together 
with the touchpoint wheel. Te third and the fourth phase of 
co-creation sessions helped us further develop Te Mash-Up 
Interaction Wheel that is introduced in the next chapter. At frst 
the process was rather simple: two brands were compared, and 
the mash-up process focused on comparison and benchmarking. 
Trough this the students’ understanding about a superior 
brand, and how it addresses a certain target group, deepened. 
Our Brand Mash-Up Canvas, included some traditional brand 
concepts (brand equity, brand image, brand identity, brand 
heritage, and brand architecture). Students were now creating 
brand mash-ups with a more analytical touch. Te canvas was 
useful but required additional concepts and features to empha-
sise the process of communicating the mash-up to consumers. 
We thus added the Mash-Up Interaction Wheel, and beginning 
in autumn 2018 our students tested its usability and provided 
feedback to help us continue developing its features. 

Even during our third iteration they were all thrilled by this 
innovative concept for analysing and scrutinising brands through 
a completely new lens. One of our students, a lawyer, said that 
the tool is useful in strategy development. Another student, a 
platform specialist, created a tool based on the idea of mash-ups: 
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the idea was to fnd out what online stories are available about 
diferent brands and in order to use them to generate customer 
profles. It was the frst step toward generating data about brand 
components through the use of artifcial intelligence. Te data 
could then be used to create new brands by mashing them up. 

using the customer touchpoint cycle to connect your 
mash-up with customers 

A well-known tool for creating value with customers is the brand 
touchpoint wheel created by Scott M. Davis and Michael Dunn, 
which they cover in their book Building the Brand-Driven Busi-
ness. It emphasises customer experience and interactions with 
the brand. We use the wheel as the basis for our Mash-up Inter-
action Wheel but have made some adjustments to bring it up to 
date. 

Te wheel should be used in connection with the canvas, as the 
touchpoints are the ones that make the brand mash-up a reality. 
In addition, we use the perspective of relationship-building in 
customer relations introduced by Christian Grönroos in From 
Marketing Mix to Relationship Marketing: Toward a Paradigm 
Shift in Marketing, as well as the perspective of a customer-
dominant logic of service developed and refned by Heinonen 
and Strandvik in their 2010 article, “Customer-dominant logic: 
foundations and implications.” 

In branding one must be aware of the evolving view of the 
consumer’s role in creating the brand experience, as well as 
brand associations. Heinonen and Strandvik use the interaction 
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arena as a concept for explaining where the service, associations, 
and experiences take place. In creating our Mash-up Interaction 
Wheel, we emphasise brand as a service, meaning that a brand 
association is born out of various stages of interaction and that 
the brand is creating value for the consumer as a facilitator of 
choice. In other words, brands are created to give a promise. 

Te diferent stages of experience are facilitated and boosted 
by the use of social media, bots, applications, and other touch-
points. Companies should consider how they can connect with 
consumers through, for example, Facebook, Instagram, Snap-
chat, Twitter, LinkedIn, and WhatsApp in appropriate way 
during the diferent phases of the touchpoint wheel. 

Touchpoints range from physical spaces like retail stores or 
company premises or can be applications or bots – channels 
where interaction takes place. Te more closely you want to 
interact with the consumer, the more personal the social media 
tool or physical setting should be. It is also important to decide if 
the company will be interacting in real-time or asynchronously. 
Companies need to be up to date with touchpoints but also able 
to understand consumers’ various individual journeys related to 
brands. 

It must be noted that some touchpoints exist outside of typical 
interactions and can even exist pre-interaction, during interac-
tion, and post interaction; this is the case with many loyalty apps. 
For example, with the Finnair app one can book fights, read up 
on one’s travel destination, and go shopping before or after the 
fight. At the airport the app serves as the traveller’s ticket (i.e., 
an interactive experience). By the time the traveller has boarded 
the plane, they have interacted with the brand passively through 
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multiple touchpoints without ever feeling marketed to or redi-
rected toward an obvious advertisement. Te Mash-Up Interac-
tion Wheel takes into account both the customer and consumer 
who may have received the products or services as a gift or is a 
potential customer. Trough social media the brand needs to be 
in dialogue with all consumers in order for brand mash-up to be 
developed further.  



 
 

“brandstorming” 
– determining your 

mash-up style 
Choosing the ideal model for a mash-up depends on what the 
company seeks to achieve with a mash-up, be it to expand to 
new segments, discover new and innovative services, endorse a 
brand, renew an old brand, or bring functionality to its product 
line. New ideas are important, but deciding where to start may 
be fraught with confusion and difculty. 

Te frst step is a brainstorming session where the company 
explores and then decides what it seeks to achieve (see the 
previous chapter on strategic questions). For example, in 2004 
Nokia aspired to appeal more to youth. Nokia thus selected MTV 
Europe as a collaborative partner, thinking that the channel 
would more convincingly promote their mobile phones, since 
MTV has long been a credible player in the youth segment. 
At the same time, a fun product support campaign targeted at 
youth was launched. 

So, while MTV Europe was providing its brand and, above all, 
its expertise in communicating to youth, Nokia was ofering its 
latest youth-targeted phones, all of it taking the form of an inter-
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active site called “MTV Starzine.” Nokia was visible through 
phones: people could take pictures with their latest Nokia and 
not only post but also share their content with other people, all 
under the MTV brand. 

A general outline of the steps taken to address any segment 
when doing a mash-up are as follows: 

1. Perform a strategic analysis of one’s own capabilities 
(management) and product/market ft. 

2. Assign a marketing team to take ownership for the exercise. 
3. Identify the credible players in the particular segment. 
4. Identify why these players are credible: What kind of 

attributes do they provide to their customers, and why 
are these attributes important to the target segment? 

5. Examine the collaboration from the perspective of simi-
larities such as culture, values, or brand identity. Are there 
strategic similarities in values or even attributes shared by 
both brands? 

6. Determine diferences by analysing added value for both 
brands: win-win. 

7. Execute with agreement of common goals. 
8. Monitor consumer feedback and make changes as necessary. 
9. Follow-up on the results of the mash-up (traction, 

brand value) 
Remember that a brand mash-up exercise does not always need 

to involve brands that have a good deal in common. Diferences 
complement each other, just like in marriage. In the case of 
Nokia and MTV Europe, both sought to attract youth and were 
serving youth customers. Nokia needed to fnd a credible way to 
appeal to youth, and MTV Europe wanted to launch exciting 
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new mobile services, so it was clearly a win-win situation. For 
youth this mash-up provided a means for sharing their mobile 
content and having fun with their new Nokia camera phones. 
For them to share their content through an MTV-branded 
microsite was likely more appealing than to do so through a 
Nokia corporate website. 

Sometimes, the partner can be found within one’s own network, 
or maybe someone has experience working with a company that 
later becomes a brand mash-up partner, someone who under-
stands the company’s methods. Tis was the case with the Iittala 
x Issey Miyake brand mash-up, which we cover in our next case 
study. 

One way to look at a brand is to see it as covering everything 
a company is doing, meaning not only the company culture but 
also the attitudes of its employees. All employees should be part 
of the brand building process; this very much comes down to 
company culture. In a mash-up case, the company could, for 
example, analyse whether the companies share similar elements 
of work culture. Do they have the level of ambition and drive in 
jointly creating a new brand? If there is a gap, execution may not 
be as fuid as in cases where the cultures are similar. 

mash-up types: an overview 

Based on the types of mash-ups we have discussed herein, along 
with the case studies found throughout, we have created the 
following list for the diferent types of mash-ups, according to 
their purpose: 
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1. Value-based mash-ups (sharing the same values) 
2. Service innovation mash-ups for creating new services 
3. Reduced price mash-ups 
4. Unexpected mash-ups (contrast) 
5. Refreshing of an old brand or brand with heritage 
6. Common target group mash-ups 
7. Cost-saving and loyalty-driving mash-ups 
8. Mash-ups to secure funding 
9. Celebrity or infuencer mash-ups for quick sales increase 
10. A means to outsource manufacturing 
11. A way to strengthen brand awareness in new geograph-

ical markets 
12. Te possibility to expand the core business to provide 

added value to customers 
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Mash-ups can happen across the four categories or outside 
them. However: although we have created these categories for 
generalisation, it must be noted that typical of mash-ups is the 
underlying sense of the unexpected or even incongruent. 

Brand endorsement is a collaboration in which a celebrity 
typically either appears in public with the product or is part of 
the advertising campaign itself. Te result is a new product brand 
that often serves as a short-term marketing campaign whose aim 
is to quickly generate revenue. Tis also increases brand desire and 
makes it more valuable; thus, the celebrity endorses the brand. 
Sometimes, celebrities collaborate with a brand more deeply by, 
for example, designing their own collection. Te end result is 
a new product. Local infuencers have become popular lately 
especially for the upcoming design brands alongside with media. 
Sometimes, celebrities have shorter interest in brands unlike 
infuencers who may have high interest because of their expertise 
in the sector and thus become attached to the brand. Infuencers 
may also have followers that are exactly the right kind of a target 
group for a brand. Today anyone with high number of followers 
can become an infuencer on Instagram. For an upcoming local 
brand seeking for international expansion it may be easier and 
more cost efective to work with an infuencer in target market 
rather than a celebrity who usually collaborates with large global 
brands. Tingtesting is taking typical infuencer collaboration a 
bit further by ofering product reviews on new innovative prod-
ucts on Instagram from an investor point of view. Tingtesting 
in this case acts as an infuencer. 

A new product brand is usually the result when two existing 
brands unite and typically involves the R&D departments. 
Mash-ups can be campaign-based or a long-term cooperation. 
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Lately, we have seen innovative car industry mash-ups in 
the areas of fashion and robotics. For example, Japanese retail 
company Muji partnered with Finnish start-up Sensible 4, 
combining style and technology in the form of an autonomous 
shuttle bus. 

Rovio has developed a game based on licensing characters from 
the Star Wars brand. Te end-product is a game called Angry 
Birds–Star Wars, which leverages the strong brand of Star Wars 
with the popularity of Angry Birds. 

Te Marimekko for Finnair collaboration involves several 
Marimekko designs outside and inside Finnair airplanes and 
has been ongoing for several years. Marimekko for Uniqlo, 
Marimekko for Clinique, and Marimekko for Target are all 
campaign-based collaborations (new collections). 

Tese types of collaborations between two well-known brands 
help both beneft from each other’s expertise in order to create 
innovative new products. Tey can, for example, take place 
between an unknown brand and a well-known brand to elevate 
awareness of the lesser-known brand (typically, a start-up part-
ners with a well-known brand) and to introduce innovative traits 
to the larger brand. 

Mash-ups can include agreements on brand licensing, as in 
the case of Angry Birds–Star Wars. Te end results can also be a 
totally new brand devoid of the collaborators’ names. 

New services are the result of a mash-up to create added value 
for consumers. Typically, these are unexpected and serve as plat-
forms for testing acceptance of new, innovative ventures like we 
saw in the case of BMW and DriveNow or between established 
brands such as in the collaboration between Finnish elevator 
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company KONE and IBM, in which IBM’s Watson IoT Cloud 
Platform will help develop new solutions and experiences for 
KONE’s customers. New services may also involve acquisitions. 

Social responsiveness mash-ups aim to provide not only bene-
fts to consumers but also to the community. Consumers are most 
often liable to support brands that take part in building better 
societies. Tus, for brands to make a more powerful impact, it 
would make sense to collaborate with those who already have 
strong brand position or resources in the area in which they are 
operating. For example, World Health Organization has knowl-
edge of healthcare. Rotary International maintains a worldwide 
volunteer network. Te Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation funds 
projects to assist communities in third-world countries. 

All these mash-ups are driven from end users’ various needs, 
one of which is to help consumers diferentiate from competi-
tion. In the case of lipsticks, the selection is so broad that what 
is left is really the brand and quality perceived by a consumer; 
in other words, it essentially comes down to appearance and 
catching the customer’s eye with something novel and attrac-
tive. It makes sense to do a mash-up to get the attention needed 
among shelves containing maybe hundreds of lipsticks. Some-
thing like Clinique lipstick with a Marimekko print can be a 
refreshing and eye-catching option for a consumer who is over-
whelmed with the array of choices. 





 
case study: 

iittala x issey miyake 

We interviewed members of various departments at Fiskars-
Iittala involved in the collaborative project. This partnerships 
between Iittala and Issey Miyake was driven by similarities 
in cultural and design values, marketing and communica-
tions strategies, and business development. 

Iittala x Issey Miyake is a unique collaborative collection of high 
quality ceramics, glass, and textiles. Finland’s Iittala, known 
for its high-quality glassware and ceramics, wanted to develop 
a line of inspirational products with fresh design elements and 
thus sought to collaborate with Japanese fashion designer Issey 
Miyake, an iconic brand with whom they shared the same values. 
Te outcome was that both brands learned from each other’s 
processes and methods, but they also learned about materials, 
production, and design preconditions. Issey Miyake, according 
to Iittala, is a very progressive and innovative brand that 
doesn’t necessarily follow trends but fnds its own way to reach 
consumers. Iittala had long admired the brand. Te collabora-
tion was clearly a win-win situation for both, a combination of 
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hard and soft materials in a collection based on the core compe-
tences of both companies. 

Iittala frst chose Issey Miyake because their designer Harri 
Koskinen had worked with the Miyake design studio before, so 
starting a dialogue came naturally. Tey very quickly realised 
that they share the same kind of aesthetic and design values, 
which include quality, harmony, and craftsmanship. Iittala could 
also expand their presence in the Asian and Japanese markets. 
Iittala was established in 1881 and thus, in Finnish terms, has a 
strong brand heritage. Issey Miyake is a younger brand but in its 
own feld is iconic. Both brands have similar backgrounds, with 
footholds in consumers’ minds. Tis formed a solid base for a 
mash-up. 

Of course, the collaboration was a learning process in terms of 
cultures too. Although the companies come from two diferent 
countries, their aesthetic considerations are similar, focusing on 
a need for not only high-quality work but also high attention to 
details. As in the merging of any cultures, there are both personal 
and cultural diferences to keep in mind in communication, and 
in-person meetings are needed to confront any issues that may 
arise. According to Iittala, the collaboration was made all the 
richer because both companies learned not only from designers 
but also from the diferent cultures. 

Te brand mash-up process took four years, a rather long time 
compared to the typical one-to-three-year product development 
process. Tis was because the collaboration started completely 
from scratch without defning the type of physical products for 
the collaboration. Te brand mash-up began with a conceptu-
alisation phase, listing all possible ideas in the areas of home 
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decoration, based on the changing personal values and habits 
of consumers. Finally, the current range was developed with 
inspiration from nature and its transformation when emerging 
from spring. Te products were designed to leave some room for 
consumers to be surprised: things are not always as they seem. 

In addition to the concept research, time was needed for the 
development of mock-ups, decision-making, commercialisation, 
and preparing production guidelines. Product details, including 
design and colour, were carefully planned, as the colours needed 
to perfectly ft the designs. Market-specifc product testing is 
necessary when launching collections like these on international 
markets. Additionally, marketing and point of sales were planned 
carefully to match the product story. Te collaboration was 
given a new logo that highlights the equality of the two brands. 
Te majority of the work was done by the teams at Iittala and 
Miyake Design Studio along with a product manager. Naturally, 
in terms of launching the collection, everyone participated in 
the process, from R&D and production to sales and marketing. 

Iittala believes that this mash-up has brought their brand 
substantial added value and will go down in history as an innova-
tive manoeuvre for the company. Tey think that in consumers’ 
minds, Iittala is now seen much as more than just a maker of 
glass and ceramics. For Iittala this was a design-driven project 
from the beginning, a meaningful and fresh approach. 

analysis 

Iittala x Issey Miyake is an example of a product mash-up that 
combines the form factors and styles of both Iittala and Issey 
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Miyake. It is also an example of a collaboration where both share 
the same kind of design and production values. Both are obvi-
ously aiming for perfection in their design work but stem from 
vastly diferent cultures. 

Cooperation between these types of teams can be smooth when 
both share the same sources of inspiration, but cultural issues 
may arise that can make the process run longer and involve more 
face-to-face meetings. Instead of mixing existing products, the 
companies decided to design a completely new collection, which 
obviously took a rather long time. 

What if existing products were used, or elements of the existing 
products? Would the mash-up process have been executed more 
quickly? Perhaps. But the end result would had been quite 
diferent. Te collaboration started in 2016 and today, in 2018, 
these products are still for sale. We can say this was an enduring 
collaboration, not just a short campaign. 



 
 
 

artificial intelligence
and brand mash-ups:
uniting complex data

with classic marketing 
It is estimated that artifcial intelligence will be a $150 billion 
market in fve years (according to Bank of America Merrill 
Lynch, 2016). Companies like IBM, Intel, Google, Facebook, 
and Apple have been developing AI for a long time, and today 
the results can be seen in the form of advanced algorithms. Tere 
are so many areas where AI can be applied, so a good question is: 
Where can it not be used? 

No brand can simply ignore the role of AI and the efects it will 
have on branding. Instead of getting deep into the technology 
behind AI, however, we will concentrate on the application of 
AI in branding. If we think about brands, especially interesting 
areas where artifcial intelligence is already in use, the retail 
environment is foremost, but it extends to digital marketing, 
ecommerce, and fnance as well. With the use of AI, one can 
optimise websites, increase conversion, drive more sales, engage 
customers, and create efcient fnancial transactions. 

Advertising becomes even more targeted with the help of AI. 
Instead of clients selecting marketing channels themselves, AI 
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can purchase ad placements for them and then monitor brand 
mentions on social media. Push notifcations can be targeted to 
potential buyers with the help of AI. IBM talks about going to 
the dark side of data (the invisible made visible), meaning that 
the analysis of data includes tone of voice, video, image, speech, 
text, and personality. Today, with the help of AI, consumers’ 
personalities can already be analysed; they are then targeted with 
campaigns on social media. Te accuracy of such an analysis 
depends on how far, in terms of user privacy, the algorithms can 
be analysed. Tere is still an element of bias in AI systems, and 
the results depend on the quality of the data a machine is given. 
It is important to ask, how accurate is the data, where does the 
data come from? Because these are not simple questions, clients 
still need expert staf to accurately interpret results and perhaps 
even add data manually. 

In online shopping AI helps consumers fnd exactly what they 
are looking for by frst asking several questions about the shop-
per’s needs and then suggesting a solution. For example, if you 
are shopping for a wedding gift but are not sure what to buy, an 
online shop can present alternatives based on the parameters you 
provide. Individual brands are using AI to match products with 
consumers’ individual needs. 

Now, imagine this happening around the world for single 
brands. With the help of AI, one could predict and act in real 
time for the consumer’s needs, independent of time and loca-
tion. Te North Face, an outdoor clothing brand, provides an 
online experience where visitors provide information about their 
ideal training conditions, including parameters such as tempera-
ture, climate, and geographic location, and the shop suggests 
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precisely the right kind of a sports jacket for them. (Tis experi-
ence is powered by IBM’s Watson, mentioned earlier.) 

In their presentations and talks, IBM includes amongst its def-
nition of artifcial intelligence Machine Learning, Deep Learning, 
and Cognitive Computing, all of which have the principles of 
Purpose, Transparency (which is particularly important in in 
healthcare), and Skills (as AI enables the handling of complex 
data and gives birth to a whole new type of skillset needed). 
“Cognitive” means the interaction between the machine and 
human; the machine needs to understand human needs, and the 
challenge is to make machines more lifelike. Tis is seen in the 
naming of artifcial services like Apple (Siri), IBM (Watson), and 
Amazon (Alexa), as well as in the tone of voice and language they 
and chatbots use when interacting with humans. 

Chatbots themselves have become more intelligent over time, 
and today companies like Whole Foods, as mentioned, are using 
chatbots to suggest recipes to their customers. Tis open-source 
technology is also available to smaller brands, and anyone with 
basic IT skills can use these for both the brands’ and customers’ 
beneft. Tese types of services provide avenues for mash-ups to 
be created. 

Under Armour is a US-based sportswear company combining 
user data related to consumer sports habits and third-party data 
on nutrition and ftness. Te result is that the brand can provide 
relevant training advice based on personal habits. IBM’s press 
release ofers a more specifc example of cognitive computing, 
saying, “A 32-year-old woman who is training for a 5km race 
could use the app to create a personalised training and meal plan 
based on her size, goals, and lifestyle. Te app could map routes 
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near her home/ofce, taking into account the weather and time 
of day. It can watch what she eats and ofer suggestions on how 
to improve her diet to improve performance.” 

For a marketing department, artifcial intelligence may bring 
faster processes and thus result in faster decision-making. Te 
main role of a chief marketing ofcer will perhaps evolve. Instead 
of buying advertising space and performing other routine tasks, 
his or her role could be to seek out innovations and oversee stra-
tegic planning. Today, artifcial intelligence is already doing the 
mechanical and even analytical work, and in the future, it may 
even be considered emotionally analytical, so we are seeing a 
shift in the work expected of marketing departments. 

artificial intelligence mashes up consumer data 

IBM’s Watson allows the mashing-up of consumer data and 
at the same time ofers a platform where diferent mash-ups 
could be born. Tis could be, for example, sportswear compa-
nies collaborating with nutrition companies. IBM’s Watson can 
already fnd collaboration partners for brands based on certain 
attributes the client provides. Partners like social infuencers 
can be found on social media channels and matched with the 
right kind of brands. One such company called Infuencer is 
providing this service. 

Remember buying something from your favourite online shop 
and getting recommendations for additional purchases? Usually, 
you are guided toward purchase matching products and services 
that other users have bought. Tese are not necessarily the same 
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brands but can be provided by diferent companies. Tis is one 
example of a mash-up in which various brands are on the same 
page in front of you. Ten it is up to you to decide which product 
or brands to pick. 

Another example is the website Fragrances of the World. It is 
founded by Michael Edwards, a British fragrance expert and on 
the website you can match your favourite perfume brand with 
a similar brand. If for example our favourite perfume brand 
is “L’interdit” the match process gives us three other similar 
perfume brands that  are from the “ Fragrance families,  Floral 
Oriental, Crisp , White Flower”. 

Search optimisation works similarly. Let us say that you are 
reviewing a restaurant on the internet and your review includes 
“the best beef restaurant in Helsinki.” When someone searches 
for best beef restaurants in Helsinki on the internet, the user is 
guided directly to a particular restaurant where the review took 
place. In addition to product recommendations, the shops could 
in the future make recommendations using voice recognition. 

In addition to online shops, physical retail has experimented 
with robotic customer service. How the voice sounds and how 
the machine serves you is part of your brand identity, whether 
you are shopping online or in a physical store. Google is using 
Rank Brain, an AI system, to fnd relevant content and even 
interpret voice search. 

Deep learning is a more accurate version of machine learning 
and is based on complex neural networks. Speech recognition, 
audio recognition, and natural language processing are examples 
in which neural networks are being used. An example of audio 
recognition could be a piece of piano music; the machine is able 
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to learn the piece and make an exact copy as composed by a 
human. However, how much emotion involved in playing the 
music piece can be copied remains to be seen. 

Facebook has its own artifcial intelligence researchers who 
are continuously looking for ways to use AI on their platforms. 
Tey are doing this by engaging with researchers, academia, and 
AI communities. Tis is called open-source development, but 
one could call it a mash-up of artifcial intelligence. It is about 
combining diferent pieces of information to develop services 
of the future. Today Facebook, Google, and Apple are talking 
with your customer; earlier, it was probably brands and their 
teams. And in the future, who knows, maybe it’s Google who is 
not only talking to the brands but also selecting the brands for 
you based on your interests, all without your involvement (i.e., 
through information supplied by something like Google Home, 
an interactive assistance device). 

artificial intelligence and brand mash-ups 

Let’s now leap into the future of artifcial intelligence and brand 
mash-ups. We can consider Google Maps being combined with 
real estate brands as an early experiment of brand mash-ups 
(brand collaboration) powered by artifcial intelligence. In this 
case artifcial intelligence is an enabler for consumer–friendly 
mash-ups in the aim for better and faster services. Instead of 
moving back and forth between Google Maps and a real estate-
branded webpage, the service automatically locates the house. 
Tis is an example of a simple, early stage brand mash-up 
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utilising artifcial intelligence in a Web 2.0 world; by this we 
mean a customer- or user-centric environment where the user is 
generating content. 

Today, with the help of artifcial intelligence, a person can order 
a whole service package based on their interests. Let’s say you 
are interested in booking a holiday for your family; a machine 
then suggests a combination based on your habit of fying with 
Finnair, staying at Marriott, and renting a car from Hertz. 

Imagine if the machine could mix the data in a way that brand 
mash-ups could be born. In other words, one could fnd the 
perfect brand collaborations for a company or for you as an 
individual. In a mash-up creation process, AI allows massive 
amounts of mash-ups to take place and shortens the planning 
time that “handpicked” mash-ups would take. However, it must 
be noted that AI is still in search of an optimal speed when it 
comes to crunching all of the needed data; it can currently take 
days, but great eforts are being made to reduce the amount of 
time to hours. 

Te good thing is that by using AI, the result is a more 
customer-focused mash-up, but one created more quickly and 
more accurately, rather than creating a mash-up concept frst 
inside a company and then tested for consumer acceptance. An 
automatic mash-up process using AI could be done by engi-
neering algorithms consistent with the brand identity. 

For example, if in search of an ideal brand collaboration in the 
area of heritage, one could create algorithms based on values and 
lifestyle. We could look for brands whose customers are inter-
ested in traditions and history and during their free time study 
art and history, perhaps spending their weekends in the country-
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side manor, just to give you an example. By calculating based on 
these attributes, AI links to the brands that are connected with 
those type of customers. 

Once a consumer begins to search for a service or a product 
that represents their values and lifestyle and creates a profle or 
enters their needs online (via search terms), the algorithm will 
frst discern whether there are existing brands that ft the profle. 
If not, the algorithm will try to create a new brand that is mashed 
up from existing ones. 

If the ft does not please the consumer, the next step will be to 
try to fnd a totally new one. In other words, this means that the 
consumers will be part of the creation of new brands, and the 
brand building will be more dynamic. Terefore, in the future, it 
is likely that brands will be fragmented into smaller brands and 
spread throughout the digital world – similar to how one can 
envision worker skills as pieces of data for companies to select 
from and apply as needed. Tis we call a mash-up of brands or 
skills as empowered by artifcial intelligence. 

Just as brand value involves an emotional component, so too 
must artifcial intelligence. Although artifcial machines can react 
to consumers, brands need to fnd emotional connections with 
consumers, or otherwise AI may in fact decrease brand value. 
Tis is especially true in customer service. 

Tere may even be a need to mash-up diferent pieces of voice 
recordings to fnd the perfect tone for your customers, one that 
aligns with the company’s brand image and with its assumptions 
about customers’ feelings during diferent shopping experiences, 
be it happiness or frustration. What about current customer bots 
then? Tese don’t necessarily have a friendly tone of voice but 
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have rather machine-like voices or merely communicate through 
text. One must consider how bots can be developed to sound 
and act more human. And do bots need to be aligned with brand 
identity? If a customer is happy about service, who cares about 
brand identity? Brand, then, is defned by the consumer as their 
experience with the brand through consumer touchpoints. 

Tis is the next challenge for AI: To what extent can we assume 
the machines will be able to handle customer experience at an 
emotional level, and how much human interaction is needed to 
really be able to evoke emotion? Machines will hardly ever be 
able to compete with humans in emotional experience, although 
a great debate about how far AI can actually go will rage for years 
to come. 

In the future we can imagine that a massive number of brands 
will become available to consumers on the internet, creating 
all kinds of collaborations according to their personal interests. 
Instead of trying to use only search engines, artifcial intelligence 
and consumers will select the brands to be mashed-up. 

Tere is a lot of talk of how brands are no longer designed by 
creative people but rather by anyone – even a machine can create 
content such as paintings. One example is the Next Rembrandt 
project in which an original Rembrandt painting was repli-
cated perfectly through artifcial intelligence. If we think about 
the best brands in the world, they all have well-orchestrated 
brand-creation processes working in the background but also 
let consumers participate through certain campaigns. Some even 
ask customers to come up with ideas for the brand’s name. 

It is exactly the same with AI and mash-ups. We will still 
need creative people to develop quality brands, including brand 
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stories, but we can also use methods such as AI in something 
like routine content creation. In this case we would let artifcial 
intelligence build content based on large amounts of data and 
specifc attributes. 

One must realise, however, that both creativity and artifcial 
intelligence are part of brand building, and artifcial intelli-
gence alone cannot create quality brands, at least not yet. It is 
predicted that in the future, an entire campaign based on a brief 
provided by humans can be created by using artifcial intelli-
gence. However, we are not yet quite there. Artifcial intelligence 
is currently at its best when combining existing information 
for the beneft of consumers, but for new products and services 
to arise from the current world, a creative approach involving 
creative people is crucial. Technically, it is already possible to 
create brand mash-ups by taking a perfect benchmark like a piece 
of artwork, teaching artifcial intelligence the relevant style (i.e., 
provide data), and the current brand (i.e., a logo) and letting 
artifcial intelligence combine the content. Voila! A new logo 
inspired by a piece of art is born! 

We can also imagine that having some of the tasks automated 
will free up more time for other types of creativity, which is an 
essential part of any brand mash-up process. Artifcial intelli-
gence can, for example, be used to measure the performance 
of social media campaigns by analysing budgets and clicks and 
even silent signals. So if one is considering AI in the mash-up 
process, one must still involve creative teams and customers. 

If one day AI replaces brands or at least shifts the decision-
making power of selecting the right brands from consumers 
to a “machine,” marketers will have to consider how to create 
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brands based on customer information available online. If today 
one’s friends are determining which brands are cool, perhaps the 
next step is for machines to determine such “coolness” based on 
information about connections and sharing you have made on 
social media. Will brands become meaningless if the only thing 
that matters is supply-meets-demand, or do brands evolve based 
on preferences (“likes”) and sharing patterns? In that case, the 
role of brands would only be to show up for the machine to do 
the advertising. 





conclusion 
Te future of branding is about creating connections and expe-
riences in the digital space. Te mashing-up of brands is real; 
the examples herein are evidence. We see mash-ups everywhere, 
because they are the future. Tis process of co-creating can bring 
innovation to your business or organisation and can help you 
understand your brand values, especially in contrast to those of 
others. 

Te mash-up is also a great pedagogical tool and at the same 
time helps not only students but also companies understand what 
brands are and what value they bring to a company’s strategy. 
However, to delve into the soul of branding is, pedagogically 
speaking, a challenging task. One can teach students diferent 
brand concepts (and there are a few) by showing models and 
by connecting them to practical examples. In such a model, 
however, there is something missing, as brands are reduced to 
mere superfcial visuals. To dive deeper into the dynamics of 
how brands are born and how we can develop new brand inno-
vations, we need appropriate pedagogical tools. 
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Approximately 120 master’s degree students have thus far tested 
our brand mash-up concept, and every student has provided 
important input in the process of validating our models. We now 
have conducted three development iterations and the fourth is 
ongoing. 

We believe that mash-ups are an innovative and efective 
branding strategy for all kinds of companies and organisations 
and a way to maintain growth and increase brand value. Te 
only limit to what you can do with mash-ups is your imagina-
tion, and we are excited to see what mash-up combinations will 
be created this year and in the years to come! 
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